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Deep and Troubled Waters:
A New Field of Western History?_ _
DONALD

J. PISANI

For decades students of land, forests, parks, and precious metals dominated the study of natural resources in the United States. 1 The great
Donald J. Pisani is associate professor of history in Texas A&M University at College
Station, Texas. He is author of several books and articles on water in the western United
States. A portion of the article that appears here will be included in a forthcoming book,
Gerald D. Nash and Richard W. Etulain, eds., The Twentieth-Century West: Historical lnterpretations (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1989).
1. A very small sample of this literature would include Jenks Cameron, The Development of Governmental Forest Control in the United States (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1928); Samuel T. Dana, Forest and Range Policy: Its Development in the United
States (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1956); Paul W. Gates, History of Public Land Law Development (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1968); William B. Greeley, Forests
and Men (Garden City: Doubleday & Co., 1951); John Ise, Our National Park Policy: A
Critical History (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1961); John Ise, The United
States Forest Policy (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1920); James c. Malin, Grassland
of North America (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1947); Gerald D. Nash, United
States Oil Policy, 1890-1964: Business and Government in Twentieth Century America (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1968); E. Louise Peffer, The Closing of the Public
Domain: Disposal and Reservation Policies, 1900-1950 (Stanford: Stanford University Press,
1951); Benjamin Hibbard, A History of Public Land Policies (New York: Macmillan, 1924);
Roy Robbins, Our Landed Heritage: The Public Domain, 1776-1970 (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1976); Rodman Paul, California Gold: The Beginning of Mining in the Far
West (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1947); Rodman Paul, Mining Frontiers of the
Far West: 1848-1880 (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1963); and John W. Caughey,
Gold Is the Cornerstone (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1948).
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exception was Walter Prescott Webb, who devoted twenty-one pages
in The Great Plains to a systematic analysis of western water law and
argued that the absence of water had a profound influence on the
development of institutions in the arid half of the nation. But few
followed Webb's lead; until the 1960s and 1970s, journalists, scientists,
engineers, lawyers, and public officials wrote most of the histories of
water. 2 This historical neglect reflected conditions in the East, where
water was abundant and no more perceived as a potential species of
property than the atmosphere. It also reflected a particularly limited
conception of history. Since water conflicts turned on enormously complicated issues, and since they often played out over decades, few
historians felt equipped to discuss them. Fewer still captured the drama
and human interest in the stories they had to tell.
.
To be sure, as Lawrence B. Lee revealed in an excellent bibliography that surveyed the literature into the late 1970s, plenty of good
work had been done. 3 But in the last decade, the history of water in
the American West has come of age. Increasingly, historians have seen
that the web of dams and canals linking farm and city with the region's
mountain ranges is less important than the values, aspirations, and
economic imperatives that guided the construction of those aqueducts.
The West's water systems represent much more than the adaptation
of eastern institutions to a new environment. To a large extent, they
redefine those institutions and the society itself. This essay will discuss
some of the leading books published during the last decade, focusing
on the theme of centralization and diffusion of power.
The history of water resource development in the trans-Mississippi
West has always been intwined with the most basic themes in American
history, including parochialism, sectionalism, and "colonialism." So its
importance has long won recognition from historians interested in the
winning of the West and emergence of the conservation movement. 4
2. Walter Prescott Webb, The Great Plains (New York: Gossett & Dunlap, 1931), 43152. See George Wharton James, Reclaiming the Arid West (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co.,
1917); William Ellsworth Smythe, The Conquest of Arid America (New York: Harper & Bros.,
1900); and Charles H. Van Hise, The Conservation of Natural Resources in the United States
(New York: Macmillan, 1914).
3. Lawrence B. Lee, Reclaiming the Arid West: An Historiography and Guide (Santa
Barbara: ABC-Clio Press, 1980).
4. For interpretations of the winning of the West, see Webb, The Great Plains; James,
Reclaiming the Arid West; Robert Sterling Yard, Our Federal Lands: A Romance of American
Development (New York: C. Scribner's Sons, 1928); and Wallace Stegner, Beyond the Hundredth Meridian (Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Co., 1954). For works on the conservation
movement see Van Hise, The Conservation of Natural Resources in the United States; Robbins,
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They built on the work of the West's first generation of hydraulic
engineers, which included such notable figures as William Hammond
Hall, Frederick Haynes Newell, Elwood Mead, Arthur P. Davis, and
Ray Palmer Teele, whose writings often emphasized the theme of modern technology pitted against raw, untamed nature. s The first works
exclusively devoted to the reclamation of arid lands appeared early in
this century. Their publication coincided with the closing of the frontier,
rapid urbanization, the professionalization of engineering, and the
persistent struggle between East and West, as well as the central government and states, over control of natural resources. 6 With the best
farm land iI). the humid half of the nation taken up, the American
deserts offered the last free or cheap land, but they could not be conquered without water. Moreover, reclamation fitted the spirit of a new
age, which emphasized cooperation over individualism, central planning over haphazard economic growth, and experts over generalists.
Nevertheless, until the 1960s and 1970s, few books and articles were
devoted exclusively to the history of water.
If any book can be said to mark the emergence of water history
as a separate field it was Samuel P. Hays' justly celebrated Conservation
and the Gospel of Efficiency.7 Hays challenged the prevailing view of the
conservation movement as a struggle between "the people" and "the
interests."8 Heroes and villains, moral outrage and pious proclamations, rapacious greed and unalloyed idealism, all took a back seat to
the growth of such scientific fields as hydrology, forestry, agrostology,
and geology. The emergence of those fields posed many new political
questions. If efficiency could be achieved in the management of natural
resources, why could not the political process be rendered more efficient? Hays' book is as much a study of bureaucracy and central planning as conservation.. At its heart is the battle for "multiple-purpose"
Our Landed Heritage; Gifford Pinchot, The Fight for Conservation (New York: Doubleday,
Page & Co., 1910); Stuart Chase, Rich Land, Poor Land (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1936).
5. William Hammond Hall, Irrigation in Southern California (Sacramento: State Printing Office, 1888); Arthur Powell Davis, Irrigation Works Constructed by the United States
Government (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1917); Frederick H. Newell, Irrigation in
the United States (New York: T Y. Crowell & Co., 1902); Ray P. Teele, Irrigation in the
United States (New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1915); Elwood Mead, Irrigation Institutions
(New York: Macmillan, 1903).
6. Smythe, The Conquest of Arid America; Mead, Irrigation Institutions.
7. Samuel P. Hays, Conservation and the Gospel of Efficiency: The Progressive Conservation
Movement, 1890-1920 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1959).
8. Robbins, Our Landed Heritage; J. Leonard Bates, "Fulfilling American Democracy:
The Conservation Movement, 1907 to 1921." Mississippi Valley Historical Review, 44 (June
1957), 29-57.
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water planning in the United States, an objective not achieved until
the 1930s, if then. Hays' greatest contribution was to bring the West
into a national focus, and to look beyond rhetoric to the day-to-day
decisions of conservation leaders. In short, water policy and conservation became a mirror to understand broader political and economic
changes.
As often happens, by defining a new field Hays limited as well as
expanded our vision. Several historians produced excellent histories
of conservation that complemented or built on Hays, but Hays' preoccupation with the "Progressive Era" diverted attention from natural
resource policies in the 1920s and after-with the notable exceptions
of Donald C. Swain's survey of conservation in the 1920s and Elmo
Richardson's work on the 1950s. The New Deal still has not received
the attention it deserves, and Swain and Richardson both followed
Hays in their emphases on institutions rather than personalities and
policies rather than rhetoric. 9 Still, in the 1960s and 1970s, there were
some good studies of individual reclamation leaders. 1O A handful of
historians also examined the West's major interstate water conflicts,
the 160-acre limitation, and the origins of the Reclamation Act of 1902. 11
9. Elmo Richardson, Dams, Parks and Politics (Lexington: University of Kentucky
Press, 1973); Donald C. Swain, Federal Conservation Policy, 1921-1933 (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1963).
10. Gene M. Gressley, "Arthur Powell Davis, Reclamation, and the West," Agricultural History, 42 (July 1968), 241-57; Paul Conkin, "The Vision of Elwood Mead," Agricultural History, 34 (April 1960), 88-97; James R. Kluger, "Elwood Mead: Irrigation Engineer
and Social Pioneer" (doctoral dissertation, University of Arizona, 1970); Lawrence B.
Lee, "William Ellsworth Smythe and the Irrigation Movement: A Reconsideration," Pacific
Historical Review, 41 (August 1972), 289-311; Andrew Hudanick, Jr., "George Hebard
Maxwell: Reclamation's Militant Evangelist," Journal of the West, 14 (July 1975), 108-21;
Charles P. Korr, "William Hammond Hall: the Failure of Attempts at State Water Planning
in California, 1878-1888," Southern California Quarterly, 45 (December 1963), 305-22; Harwood P. Hinton, "Richard J. Hinton and the American Southwest," in Donald C. Dickinson, W. David Laird, Margaret F. Maxwell, eds., Voices from the Southwest: A Gathering
in Honor of lAwrence Clark Powell (Flagstaff: Northland Press, 1976), 82-91.
11. Norris Hundley, jr.'s superb Water and the West: The Colorado River Compact and
the Politics of Water in the American West (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1975),
told the story of the most important interstate conflict. Paul S. Taylor, an agricultural
economist at the University of California, Berkeley, was a leader in the fight to enforce
the 160-acre provision and the ideal of the family farm. Paul S. Taylor, "Central Valley
Project: Water and Land," Western Political Quarterly, 2 (June 1949), 228-53; and Paul S.
Taylor, "Mexican Migrants and the 160 Acre Water Limitation," California lAw Review, 43
(May 1975), 732-50, as well as his 1975 oral history transcript at the Bancroft Library.
The best overview of the 160-acre controversy is Clayton R. Koppes, "Public Water,
Private Land: Origins of the Acreage Limitation Controversy, 1933-1953," Pacific Historical
Review, 47 (November 1978), 607-36. For a provocative study of the origins of the Reclamation Act see William Lilley II and Lewis L. Gould, "The Western Irrigation Move-
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Only since the late 1970s have historians tried to fit reclamation
history into a broader framework. A decade of synthesis began with
publication of a sophisticated, suggestive, comparative study by political scientist Arthur Maass and economist Raymond Anderson that
deserved more attention from historians. Maass and Anderson were
the first to address the question posed by George Perkins Marsh in the
1870s, and in this century by Karl Wittfogel: what effect does irrigation
have on the structure and processes of government? The two authors
examined irrigation institutions and policies in three parts of Spain
and compared them to conditions in three parts of western Americathe Kings River Basin of California's San Joaquin Valley, the South
Platte Basin in northeastern Colorado, and the Utah Valley south of
Salt Lake City, served mainly by the Provo, Spanish Fork, and American
Fork rivers. They found that institutions and policies devoted to water
allocation in each of these areas had comparable goals, including "orderly conflict resolution, popular participation, local control, increased
income, justice in income distribution, and equity."12 Moreover, they
directly challenged Wittfogel's contention that irrigation agriculture
contributed to centralization of power and, inevitably, despotism. Quite
to the contrary, irrigation farmers in different parts of Spain and the
United States exercised remarkable influence on irrigation institutions.
Maass and Anderson's conclusions are worth quoting at length:
The most powerful conclusion that emerges from the case studies
is the extent to which water users have controlled their own destinies as farmers, the extent to which the farmers of each community, acting collectively, have determined both the procedures
for distributing a limited water supply and the resolution of conflicts with other groups over the development of additional supplies. With important variations to be sure, local control has/been
the dominant characteristic of irrigation in these regions, regardless of the nationality or religion of the farmers, the epoch, whether
formal control is vested in an irrigation community or in higher
levels of government, the forms of government at the higher levels,
and perhaps even the legal nature of water rights. In this realm
ment, 1878-1902: A Reappraisal," in Gene Gressley, ed., The American West: A Reorientation
(Laramie: University of Wyoming Press, 1966), 57-74.
12. Arthur Maass and Raymond L. Anderson, ... and the Desert Shall Rejoice: Conflict, Growth, and lustice in Arid Environments· (Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Press, 1978), 1; George Perkins Marsh, Irrigation: Its Evils, the Remedies, and
the Compensations (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1874); Karl Wittfogel,
Oriental Despotism: A Comparative Study of Total Power (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1957).

...
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of public activity-and one wonders in how many others-formal
centralization of authority, where it has occurred, has not meant
substantial loss of local control de facto. 13
In fact, irrigation was an antidote to centralized, despotic political
power. "Systems that were in existence before the central government
invested money and technical expertise," Maass and Anderson conclude, "have to a remarkable extent protected their autonomy and even
defied national policies that are supposed to accompany national money
if these policies have been a serious threat to local custom." Our federal
system of governance has contributed not just to a diffusion of power,
but a preference for solving problems at the local level. No better
example can be given than the Reclamation Bureau's deference to state
water laws, which have been a powerful foil to federal policies. Long
before Congress abandoned the 160-acre limitation in the early 1980s,
California growers had rendered the policy impotent in the Central
and Imperial valleys.14
No historian has responded to the challenge of Maass and Anderson to study irrigation institutions comparatively. But a few have
helped to break down the assumption that agriculture has been the
only determinant of water policy in the West. As the West's largest
city, Los Angeles' search for water has attracted plenty of attention. In
1900, the city's population stood at 100,000. That number doubled by
1905 and reached 576,000 in 1920. In 1899, local voters approved a two
million-dollar bond issue which allowed the city to buyout the Los
Angeles City Water Company and establish a publicly-owned water
system. Subsequently, a persistent drought at the beginning of the
twentieth century, and the need for a water supply to encourage future
economic growth, prompted city officials to look for water outside the
arid Los Angeles Basin.
Abraham Hoffman and William Kahrl have told the story of Los
Angeles' scheme to tap the water supply of the Owens Valley in the
southern Sierra and carry it to Los Angeles in quite different ways.
Hoffman sees it as an odd set of circumstances inspired more by "vision" than "villainy." In his book events often seem to slip from the
grasp of policy makers. On the other hand, Kahrl largely accepts the
notion that a "conspiracy" robbed the valley of its water. He argues
that a handful of civic leaders, led by the aqueduct's chief architect,
13. Maass and Anderson, ... and the Desert Shall RejOice, 366. (Wittfogel's work is
discussed on pages 4-5 and 366-68.)
14. Ibid., 4.
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William Mulholland, repeatedly and consciously exaggerated the city's
existing and anticipated water needs. The invention of "paper droughts,"
along with clever manipulation of population and industrial growth
statistics, persuaded the city's gullible voters to approve bond issue
after bond issue by overwhelming majorities. IS
While Hoffman sticks closer to the evidence, Kahrl does more to
give his story a broad historical perspective. The Owens Valley Aqueduct marked a sharp break with nineteenth-century traditions of decentralized corporate water development, and the author properly
recognizes that the spirit behind the great canal was but one facet of
the booster mentality that built San Pedro Harbor and fueled southern
California's frequent real estate booms. The book also demonstrates
the persistent rivalry between rural and urban water users as well as
Los Angeles and San Francisco. Los Angeles clearly "created itself"
using cheap water as an enticement for adjoining communities to merge
with the city. Unfortunately, Kahrl's evidence does not support his
contention that construction of the Los Angeles Aqueduct directly influenced either the planning or construction of California's twentiethcentury water transfer systems, such as the Central Valley Project.
Without additional study of urban water systems, particularly their
influence on western politics and natural resource planning since the
1930s, we are forced to conclude that the region's cities played only a
limited role in the formation of water policy. We need comparative
studies of the relationship between water policies and urban growth
in different parts of the arid West. Nevertheless, those policies unquestionably forced farmers to organize and push for their own programs in Congress and state legislatures, and they also helped shape
policies toward the generation of hydroelectric power-the proceeds
from which became one of irrigation agriculture's chief subsidies in
the high dam era inaugurated by Hoover Dam.
The year after Kahrl's book appeared, Robert Dunbar published
the first survey of water law in the West,Forging New Rights in Western
Waters. 16 No subject in water history has received more attention in the
last decade. I? Dunbar's concise book was the culmination of decades
15. Abraham Hoffman, Vision or Villainy: Origins of the Owens Valley-Los Angeles Water
Controversy (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1981); William Kahrl, Water
and Power: The Conflict Over Los Angeles' Water Supply in the Owens Valley (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1982).
16. Robert G. Dunbar, Forging New Rights in Western Waters (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1983).
17. Michael C. Meyer's Water in the Hispanic Southwest: A Social and Legal History,
1550-1850 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1984) provides a thorough analysis of
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of careful, thoughtful work in irrigation agriculture and western water
law. 18 He went well beyond the existing historical literature by treating
twentieth as well as nineteenth-century water law, and groundwater
rights--which have become increasingly important in recent decades-as well as surface water. Understandably, a book that tried to do so
much had some basic weaknesses. It largely ignored the relationship
of water law to the law as a whole, despite the suggestive work of
such leading legal historians as Willard Hurst, Harry Scheiber, and
Morton Horwitz. Dunbar's water law appears to have been made out
of whole cloth, almost by immaculate conception. Yet the doctrine of
prior appropriation was not a western innovation; it was a response
to the first phase of industrialization in New England. (I have built on
Hurst, Scheiber, and Horwitz by arguing that aridity had less influence
on the evolution of water law than immediate economic needs. 19 Dunbar also pays too much attention to water rights applied to irrigation
and not enough to changes in the laws pertaining to municipal water
supplies or to water used to generate hydroelectric power. Nevertheless, Dunbar clearly shows that by deferring to state administrative
control over water in the nineteenth century, the federal government
allowed the states to compete among themselves to attract new settlers
as well as federal irrigation projects. The doctrine of prior appropriation
allowed water to be treated as property. All western states embraced
that doctrine to some degree, but each state defined the doctrine in
different ways. Here again, the provinces ruled the metropolis.
While Dunbar sketched the broad contours of water law in the
West, 1 looked at California, the state that did most to influence the
the nature of Spanish water law. Also see Gordon R. Miller, "Shaping California Water
Law, 1781-1928," Southern California Quarterly, 55 (Spring 1973), 9-42; Douglas R. Littlefield, "Water Rights during the California Gold Rush: Conflicts over Economic Points of
View," Western Historical Quarterly, 14 (October 1983), 415-34; M. Catherine Miller, "Ri_
parian Rights and the Control of Water in California, 1879-1928: The Relationship Between an Agricultural Enterprise and Legal Change," Agricultural History, 59 (January
1985), 1-24; Norris Hundley, jr., "The Dark and Bloody Ground of Indian Water Rights:
Confusion Elevated to Principle," Western Historical Quarterly, 9 (October 1978), 455-82;
and ibid., "The 'Winters' Decision and Indian Water Rights: A Mystery Reexamined,"
Western Historical Quarterly, 13 (January 1982), 17-42; and Donald J. Pisani, "Irrigation,
Water Rights, and the Betrayal of Indian Allotment," Environmental Review, 10 (Fall 1986),
157-76; ibid, "Water Law Reform in California, 1900-1913," Agricultural History, 54 (April
1980), 295-317; and ibid.; "Federal Reclamation and Water Rights in Nevada," Agricultural
History, 51 (July 1977), 540-58.
18. For a summary of his major ideas see Robert Dunbar, "The Adaptability of Water
Law to the Aridity of the West," Journal of the West, 24 (January 1985), 57-65.
19. Donald J. Pisani, "Enterprise and Equity: A Critique of Western Water Law in
the 19th Century," Western Historical Quarterly, 18 (January 1987), 15-37.
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evolution of western water law. Published in 1984, From the Family Farm
to Agribusiness was a case study in the development of water lawstatutory, administrative, and court-made-in the leading irrigation
state. 20 I was interested in the relationship of law to basic American
values, particularly the family farm ideal. California told a poignant
story of how innovative institutions such as the irrigation districtdesigned in the 1870s and 1880s to promote small-scale, diversified
agriculture and democratic values-were, by the 1920s and 1930s, perverted to serve as the foundation for agribusiness. Along the way, I
tried to show how ineffective water resource planning had been in
California, whether it was undertaken by the federal government, the
state, local water districts, or private enterprise. Attempts to provide
central direction always failed, while irrigation districts succeeded because they allowed fundamental water policies to be made at the community level. Because California was a model for the rest of the arid
West, much of what I found had significance far beyond that state.
My book reflected a disillusionment with western water policies
that reached full flood in the 1970s and 1980s. No longer is the Bureau
of Reclamation celebrated as the liberator of the West, and public re"
spect for dams and canals and dam-builders has been seriously tarnished. Donald Worster's Rivers of Empire, like all his books, is written
with a passionate dedication to saving the land. In many ways it does
for the Far West what his Dust Bowl did for the Great Plains states. 21
Worster is not one to temporize or equivocate, and he has the great
gift of being able to write history whose appeal extends beyond the
academy. There is lyric beauty to his prose. His vision is breathtaking,
his ability to generalize is deft, and his eye for detail is almost uncanny.
All in all, he is a spellbinder. Yet, Rivers of Empire is deeply flawedarrogant, distorted, and moralistic.
The book freely builds on ideas borrowed from the famous sinologist, Karl Wittfogel, who argued in Oriental Despotism (1957) that "hydraulic societies" of the ancient world manifested totalitarian and despotic
systems of government in which, to use Worster's words, "One or a
few supreme individuals wielded absolute control over the common
people as they did over the rivers that coursed through their territory."
Irrigation demanded coordination, planning, and centralization of power,
20. Donald J. Pisani, From the Family Farm to Agribusiness: The Irrigation Crusade in
California and the West, 1850-1931 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984).
21. Donald Worster, Rivers of Empire: Water, Aridity, and the Growth of the American
West (New York: Pantheon Books, 1985); and ibid., Dust Bowl: The Southern Plains in the
1930s (New York: Oxford University Press, 1979).
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and centralization led to the growth of powerful elites. Those elites
swept away local control over natural resources and prevented the
development of democratic values. Wittfogel later abandoned this blend
of Marxism, Weberian sociology, and teachings of the Frankfurt School
of social science, but Worster valiantly defends the discarded thesis.
He maintains that all hydraulic societies pass through three phases,
regardless of time or place. Mormon settlement of Utah in the late
1840s created a localized, autonomous irrigation society which persisted into the 1890s ("incipience," to use his word). Although the
Mormon Church served as a centralizing force, irrigation was localized
in most parts of the West, and private enterprise went hand in glove
with an almost complete absence of government control. Passage of
the Reclamation Act of 1902 ushered in a second stage of water development as the "federal government took firm charge of western
rivers, furnishing the capital and engineering expertise to lift the region
to a higher plateau of development." Finally, after World War II, "the
two forces of government and private wealth achieved a powerful
alliance, bringing every major western river under their unified control
and perfecting a hydraulic society without peer in history."n Thus, the
development of irrigation-assumed to be a democratizing force by
most proponents of irrigation in the nineteenth century-had exactly
the opposite effect.
In Worster's dark vision, the West embodies the corruption of the
proudest American ideals and values. It is "a land of authority and
restraint, of class and exploitation, and ultimately of imperial power,"
and it exhibits those characteristics more sharply and in greater measure than any other part of the nation. According to Worster, it might
have been different. The West is a land of missed opportunities and
dreams, a place where American democratic values might have been
fulfilled. "Was it," Worster plaintively asks, "a society in which power
and profit were broadly diffused-was it, after all, a people's Eden?
Or was it instead, more or less as the earlier hydraulic societies had
been, a hierarchical system of power, of unequal life-chances, of some
humans dominating others? Were there concentrated, centralized forms
of authority there, and did the individual and the small community
stand before them in futility and impotence?" This wistful romantic
quality to Worster's work, evident also in his Dust Bowl, gives his book
an intensity rare in historical scholarship. But the idea that westerners
might have created or returned to a democratic Eden is hopelessly
22. Worster, Rivers of Empire, 23, 64.
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naive. Had irrigation never existed in the arid West, cultural and economic imperatives, if not some form of transcendent "original sin,"
would have created a class system very similar to that which exists
today. 23
Worst of all, Worster's book is profoundly ahistorical. He thinks
the characteristics of "hydraulic empire" transcend time and place, and
that the lessons Wittfogel drew from the experience of ancient China
can be applied to a technological twentieth-century society with a very
different culture and values. Ironically, Worster's study focuses largely
on California and simply assumes that all the states of the arid West
have manifested similar characteristics and stages of development as
a result of irrigation. Unquestionably, his book contains many insights,
but the thesis is stated rather than argued. There is little evidence to
show that hydraulic empires differ from other totalitarian states; that
institutions in the arid West resemble those in other hydraulic societies,
modern or ancient; that irrigation agriculture encourages or promotes
a type or style of agricultural capitalism different from farming elsewhere in the nation; or even that federal involvement in western reclamation has been antidemocratic. Worster promises to "brush away
the obscuring mythologies and the old lofty ideals and to concentrate
on that achieved reality." But a good deal presented as fresh material
was anticipated long ago, particularly by the Ralph Nader Study Group's
report on the Bureau of Reclamation published in 1973. 24
Worster knows full well that the eastern half of the nation, as well
as the West, was built by man's exploitation and will to dominate
nature. The ruthless values of capitalism-and that is what Worster is
really talking about-know no regional boundaries. Forests were stripped
away, millions of acres of swamps drained, soils eroded, and species
after species of wildlife destroyed as Americans subdued the humid
half of the continent. In fact, as Marc Reisner has pointed out, Corps
of Engineers flood control structures in the East have reclaimed more
land for agriculture than the storage reservoirs built by the Bureau of
Reclamation in the West. Admittedly, there is a difference, but the
assumption that man's impact on the land is substantially greater in a
region heavily dependent on irrigation remains unproven. 25 All large
states, hydraulic societies or not, have been ruled by elites given to
23. Ibid., 4, 279.
24. Ibid., 4; Richard L. Berkman and W. Kip Viscusi, Damming the West (New York:
Grossman Publishers, 1973).
25. Marc Reisner, Cadillac Desert: The American West and Its Disappearing Water (New
York: Viking Penguin, Inc., 1986), 504.
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pride and arrogance, often blindly optimistic about the future. Unfortunately, Worster never tells us how politics and institutions in the
western United States differ from those in the eastern half of the nation,
or how government and the economy in the West differ from other
countries that practice irrigation extensively, such as Egypt or India.
Finally, by regarding the West as a "hydraulic empire," we miss the
fact that there are many variations within the West; it is not a monolithic
entity. The charm of Worster's book is the marvelous prose, the Cassandra-like moralizing, and the haunting thought that no society has
managed to defy forever those natural forces that helped undermine
so many earlier empires-siltation, erosion, soils choked with salt residues, collapsing dams.
Those forces also play an important part in Marc Reisner's Cadillac
Desert: The American West and Its Disappearing Water (1986), published a
year after Rivers of Empire. Reisner's book is written with the same
passion, the same belief in manipulative, conspiratorial elites, the same
brooding sense of the impermanence of the West's "oasis 'civilization. "26
That Reisner is a journalist, not a professional historian, is obvious
throughout. His book lacks footnotes and often overlooks basic historical sources-for example, Norris Hundley, jr.'s excellent books on
the Colorado River and Paul Gates' History of Public Land Law Development do not appear in the bibliography. Moreover, the author crams
his book full of stories (Powell's running of the Colorado, the Owens
Valley controversy, and the construction of Boulder Dam, to name a
few) which have already been very well told and have little bearing
on his major concern, federal water policies in the recent West. Nevertheless, for all its flaws, the book is well-written and much more perceptive than Worster's. No one has done a better job of exploring
decision-making within the Bureau of Reclamation, the complicated
relations among federal bureaus, and the Congressional appropriations.
gauntlet.
Until quite recently, Reisner maintains, water projects were "the
grease gun that lubricates the nation's legislative machinery." The dambuilding binge following World War II resulted in an intense and incredibly wasteful rivalry between the Bureau of Reclamation and Corps
of Engineers, each of which saw survival in terms of responding to,
or creating, local support for water projects. Reisner, like Worster,
26. Reisner observes that "Westerners call what they have established out here a
civilization, but it would be more accurate to call it a beachhead. And if history is any
gUide, the odds that we can sustain it would have to be regarded as low." Ibid., 3, 5,
306, 499, and 50S,
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views twentieth-century water development from a Washington perspective. Nevertheless, unlike Worster, who pays little attention to the
Army Corps of Engineers, Reisner thinks recent western history would
have been much different had the Corps not decided to extend its
operations to the West during and after World War II. "Across the
entire West, the Corps, as opportunistic and ruthless an agency as
American government has ever seen," according to Reisner, "was trying
to seduce away the Bureau's irrigation constituency; it was toadying
up to big corporate farmers who wanted to monopolize whole rivers
for themselves.... As a result, the business of water development
was to become a game of chess between two ferociously competitive
bureaucracies."Z? Reisner suggests that the centralizing tendencies of
large-scale irrigation matter far less than traditional battles for power
and spoils.
Reisner brilliantly describes how this rivalry played out in the field.
He uses the story of the Bowman-Haley Project on the Grand River in
North Dakota as a prime example. In May 1962, the Bureau's regional
director in Billings warned Commissioner of Reclamation Floyd Dominy that the Corps of Engineers wanted to dam the stream. The Bureau
considered such a structure during the early 1930s and reconsidered
it several times thereafter. Always it concluded that a dam could not
store sufficient water to provide for either irrigati?n or flood control.
Municipal water use was the only conceivable justification, but the
town of Haley was a dot on the map, and Bowman had only about
1,300 people. The project simply was not cost effective, but this did
not deter the Corps. It built a gigantic dam more than a mile across
and 79 feet high to impound just 19,780 acre-feet of water (the dam
was about half the size of the smallest structure on the Missouri River,
but held only about 1/90 as much water).
The significance of the story is obvious. Since the Corps moved
into California during World War II, it "kept a full-court press on the
Bureau." In their unending competition for appropriations, the two
agencies built many financially infeasible projects, and, as the most
stable sites for dams were taken, they built more and more reservoirs
which posed safety risks. The Teton Dam disaster of 1976-which occurred despite warnings from the U.S. Geological Survey concerning
safety hazards-symbolized the destructive effects of this crazed bureaucratic competition. On one occasion, according to Reisner, commissioner Michael Straus lectured the Billings division of the Bureau
of Reclamation: "1 don't give a damn whether a project is feasible or
27. Ibid., 178, 319.
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not. I'm getting the money out of Congress and you'd damn well better
spend it."28
Reisner differs from Worster in several important respects. While
both agree that the federal government's water resource policies have
been enormously wasteful and destructive, Reisner emphasizes that
the weaknesses of policy derived as much from federal agencies trying
to cater to local interests as to dictatorial policies handed, down by a
remote, aloof bureaucracy. In this sense, his analysis is closer to Maass
and Anderson than Worster. No doubt this is at least partly because
Reisner thinks that individuals make a difference in history. He uses
the knowledge of "insiders," a knowledge derived from hundreds of
interviews, many lengthy, including such prominent figures as James
Watt, Stewart Udall, David Brower, Floyd Dominy, George Ballis, and
Ben Yellen. For example, in explaining the "innate self-destructiveness"
of Commissioner of Reclamation Dominy, Reisner suggests that the
will to dominate nature--or the "rape of nature" as so many critics of
reclamation in the 1960s and 1970s called it-derived in part from an
undisguised will to power:
It wasn't his blindness, his stubborness, his manipulation of Congress, his talent for insubordination, his contempt for wild nature,
his tolerance of big growers muscling into the Reclamation program-in the end, it wasn't any of this that did Dominy in. It was
his innate self-destructiveness, which manifested itself most blatantly in an undisguished preoccupation with lust. His sexual exploits were legendary. They were also true. Whenever and wherever
he traveled, he wanted a woman for the night. He had no shame
about propositioning anyone. He would tell a Bureau employee
with a bad marriage that his wife was a hell of a good lay, and the
employee wouldn't know whether he was joking or not. He preferred someone available, but his associates say he wasn't above
paying cash.... As he bullied weak men, Dominy preyed on
women whom he considered easy marks. 29

Unfortunately, for all his attempts to probe to the roots of the motivation of policy makers, Reisner too often reduces federal bureaucrats
28. Ibid., 154. One other casualty of this interagency rivalry was the 160-acre limitation. It had been difficult to enforce in the first place, but the fact that the Corps, under
the guise of flood control and navigation, could provide "free" water with no strings
attached made the Bureau even more reluctant to enforce the provisions of the Reclamation Act of 1902. In 1982, Congress expanded the acreage limitation from 160 to 960
acres.
29. Ibid., 259.
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and politicians to cornie-book caricatures driven by elemental instincts
and impulses. Plenty of interesting people appear in Cadillac Desert,
but not many believable human beings.
Readers in New Mexico will be interested in how recent histories
of water in their state reflect broader trends in scholarship. Fortunately,
two ambitious studies published last year, Michael Welsh's U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers: Albuquerque District, 1935-1985 (1987) and Ira Clark's
Water in New Mexico (1987), fit well into this discussion. Both look at
history "from the ground up," rather than from the top down, and
both describe the evolution of water policies as a complex interplay of
local, regional, and national forces rather than a centralized policy
dictated from Washington. In these ways, they are much closer to the
assumptions shared by Maass, Anderson, Dunbar, and myself than to
the policy making from the center that prevails in Worster, and to a
lesser extent in Hays and Reisner. Yet while Ira Clark's volume is an
extraordinary contribution to scholarship, Michael Welsh's study does
not live up to its potential.
In the preface to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers: Albuquerque District,
1935-1985, Welsh notes that the "Army Corps of Engineers ... must
be studied in the context of western water historiography," though he
faults historians of water for focusing "too narrowly on irrigation and
agriculture in the region" and not on "the far more significant questions
posed by the urbanization of the West. "30 The reader is led to expect
a revisionist history, but this monograph turns out to be a relatively
narrow institutional survey written largely from the perspective of the
Corps, if not subsidized directly by the Corps. Local history can be an
extremely productive tool to examine national themes and issues, but
it can also bog down in detail, particularly when the author writes
from within the institution.
Welsh is not blind to the criticism levelled against the Corps, but
his vantage point lacks perspective. Too many phrases have the glossy
texture of a public relations brochure. Between 1945 and the late 1960s,
the district "fulfilled every mission asked of it" and in 1985, appeared
"as an institution still prepared to contribute to the growth and expansion of the region it has served since the 1930s." Although "the
Albuquerque District played a major role in shaping the destiny of
New Mexico, West Texas, and Southern Colorado," the Corps seems
to have no imperatives of its own. Instead, it largely responds to the
decisions made by politicians in Washington and various pressure groups
30. Michael Welsh, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers: Albuquerque District, 1935-1985
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987), ix.
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in New Mexico. Hence, the Corps "applied state-of-the-art technology
to western water questions at the behest of political, economic, and
civic leaders eager to promote the comfort expected by migrants to the
Sunbelt. Their excesses incurred the wrath of environmental and ecological forces in the 1960s that were distraught over the compromises
modern life demanded of nature." Recent critics of the Corps and the
Bureau of Reclamation become "neoromantic" devotees of the idea that
"nature conquers alL" Their arguments, which concern the nature of
American politics and the nature of our economic system as well-not
just man's crimes against nature-receive scant attention. 31
In fairness to the author, we live in an age when detachment, let
along "objectivity," is no longer much prized in historians. As more
and more traditional American values have come under fire since the
1960s-for example, the notion that bigger is better, that a healthy
economy depends on an ever increasing population, and that the primary goal of water resource management should be to insure not just
a decent standard of living, but an ever-increasing standard-complicated issues have been oversimplified, the motives of policymakers
have been flattened, the nature of politics distorted, and the day-today problems of administration all but ignored. Certainly, many critics
of the Corps and Bureau have been more concerned with assigning
blame than understanding the politics of natural resource management.
Studies such as Welsh's, written with some empathy for the political
and economic constraints that bind government agencies, are important correctives to the biases that liberal and conservative historians
alike increasingly share toward bureaucracy and central planning.
This is a useful, detailed survey of the basic activities of the Corps
in the Southwest. The organization is largely chronological, and provides an overview of the full range of Corps responsibilities, from the
construction of internment camps for Japanese-Americans, to the construction of "atomic city" in support of the project to develop the first
atomic bomb during World War II, to the work on Project Apollo during
the 1960s. Nevertheless, most chapters focus on particular projects and
problems. The Conchas, John Martin, Rio Chama, Abiquiu, Cochiti,
and Galisteo dams all receive extended attention as do large flood
control and river-basin planning in the Rio Grande (Albuquerque),
Pecos, and Arkansas river basins. Welsh recognizes that many Corps
activities had baneful if unintended results. For example, the tension
31. Welsh, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, x, xi, 93, 201.
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between the demands of burgeoning white communities and the aspirations and needs of Native Americans, particularly the Cochiti, reveal the pressures Indians faced during the dam-building spree following
World War II. (The Cochiti approved a Corps project only to discover
that the anticipated benefits from jobs and recreation never materialized.)
Unfortunately, most of this book is simple narrative, with little
attention to personalities or motives. It would have profited from a
chapter relating the Albuquerque District's record to the entire history
of the Corps. The author presents no evidence to demonstrate that the
agency's history was affected by its activities in the Southwest. The
sheer range of its work during and after World War II begs for an
explanation of how the Corps managed to expand beyond flood control
and the protection of navigation to play such a large part in western
water planning and regional economic development. Welsh's primary
research is substantial, including extensive use of oral histories as well
as Corps records. But his failure to cite such basic works as Richard
Lowitt's study of the New Deal in the West, Arthur Morgan's early
history of the Corps, or Abraham Hoffman's history of the Los Angeles
water saga, does not demonstrate much understanding of the basic
literature. 32 For all the hopes raised in the preface, the significance of
the water pJ:ojects discussed remains unclear. Moreover, there is no
central thesis and people do not seem to matter in this history. The
best institutional monographs include the spite, in-fighting, inertia of
tradition, and bitter compromises. It is this "human interest" that makes
bureaus and agencies seem less dusty, solemn, and remote. For all its
virtues, Welsh's volume makes the Albuquerque branch into an institutional Flying Dutchman-it is sailing somewhere on purpose, but
apparently without a crew.
This could have been a much more significant history. How, for
example, can one discuss the Corps in the West without considering
the Bureau of Reclamation, with which the Corps competed? Welsh
knows little about the latter agency, which he characterizes as the
champion of "small yeoman farmers that federal water policies have
sustained since the turn of the century" and as the agency that "delivered on a Progressive promise to mitigate the harshness of urban life. "33
Neither statement is accurate. More to the point, although the two
32. Richard Lowitt, The New Deal in the West (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1985); Arthur E. Morgan, Dams and Other Disasters: A Century of the Army Corps of Engineers
in Civil Works (Boston: Porter Sargent Publisher, 1971); Hoffman, Vision or Villainy.

33. Welsh, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, x, 21.
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agencies divided the spoils, and obviously learned to live with each
other, we are left to wonder how and why that marriage· of accommodation or convenience was made and persisted. We need far more
perspective than the author provides. The Inland Waterways Commission of 1907, the Newlands Act of 1917, and the TVA set precedents
for future water planning. Why, then, during the 1930s and after was
river basin planning resisted and blocked in the West? The Corps that
emerges from this study is altogether too passive. Perhaps it had no
vision, no leaders with an agenda such as Frederick Haynes Newell,
Arthur P. Davis, Elwood Mead, Floyd Dominy, and other powerful
commissioners of reclamation. Perhaps it was much more a creature
of Congress. But if so, why the dramatic difference? We need a scholarly
history of the Corps-the Bureau of Reclamation has received far more
attention-and regional studies such as Welsh's provide the basic information needed in any good synthesis. However, his book has limited
value as a case study.
Far more useful in that respect is Ira Clark's Water in New Mexico,
a magnificent book that ranks with Paul Gates' History of Public Land
Law Development and Willard Hurst's Law and Economic Growth: The Legal
History of the Lumber Industry in Wisconsin, 1836-1915 in depth of scholarship.34 The book is not without flaws. It is not "exciting" history; no
one will read these 839 fat double-column pages through in a couple
evenings. In places the detail, however necessary, becomes tedious
and oppressive, and readers will search in vain for the over-arching
themes that might have unified the story. (For example, the author
could have tied his analysis to the broader economic history of New
Mexico and the West, or showed readers how the evolution of water
law in New Mexico related to the development of American jurisprudence.) While the research is vast and meticulous-definitive within
the limits set by the author-it is written almost entirely from published
government documents, legal records, and secondary sources; there
is little use of manuscript or archival collections outside New Mexico.
One consequence is that private water development receives far less
attention than public water policies. Yet these criticisms notwithstanding, every page of this vast institutional history reflects the knowledge,
wisdom, and sound judgment of a master scholar and teacher. Ira
Clark's generation-which includes such noted students of natural
34. Ira Clark, Water in New Mexico (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1988); Gates, History of Public Land Law Development; Willard Hurst, Law and Economic
Growth: The Legal History of the Lumber Industry in Wisconsin, 1836-1915 (Cambridge: Belknap, 1964).
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resource policy as Lawrence B. Lee and Robert Dunbar-has made an
enormous contribution to the history of the American West. Each is
very much in the Gates tradition: careful, thorough, and magisterial,
not given to facile or glib generalizations that go beyond the evidence.
The University of New Mexico Press described this volume as twentyfive years in the making, and it shows. Professor Clark should be
immensely proud.
The sheer range and depth of Clark's book is staggering. No summary can do it justice. It contains chapters on the Spanish and Mexican
influence on New Mexico's water laws; on attempts to reform both
land and water ·law in the nineteenth century; on government reclamation in New Mexico; on the relationship between conservation and
reclamation; and on new institutions of water use (such as irrigation
and conservancy districts) that became popular during the decade from
1917-1927. Another chapter considers the interstate controversies with
Colorado and Texas over the streams New Mexico shared-particularly
the Rio Grande, Pecos, Canadian, and La Plata-and attempts to solve
these disputes using water compacts and other tools. Other chapters
concern the conflict between the United States and Mexico over the
Rio Grande; the state's groundwater development in the Pecos Valley
between Roswell and Artesia and its pioneering groundwater legislation-particularly the statute of 1931. (By 1955 over half the irrigated
land in the state was served by subterranean water.) Clark also provides
chapters on the New Deal's impact on water planning in New Me;:<ico;
on intrastate water problems ranging from conflicts between surface
and groundwater users to the rapid growth of metropolitan areas; on
pollution control, ranging from the degradation of water sources by
man-made pollutants to such natural sources as saline intrusion of
aquifers; on the state agencies responsible for proposing and administering water policies, such as the State Park Commission, Game and
Fish Department, State Department of Health, and Water Quality Control Commission; on "cooperative federalism" (the joint efforts of state
and federal officials to coordinate local and national water policies);
and on federal water rights, including a very useful survey of Indian
water rights in New Mexico. The book concludes with a "retrospect
and prospect."
Professional historians often fail to appreciate the value of policy
studies to scholars outside their discipline and to public officials. Lawyers, engineers, hydrologists, political scientists, economists, and a
range of other specialists, not just in New Mexico, will welcome this
book. Indeed, the work's encyclopedic character and remarkably lucid
and succinct prose insure that it will be mined for decades to come.
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Since it is the first comprehensive study of water law and public policy
in an American state, it may well serve as a model, though few historians will be willing to dedicate twenty-five years to a single project.
If the book did nothing else, it would serve as a powerful counter
to historians who, like Donald Worster, emphasize the centralizing
tendencies of water policy and see an inexorable flow of power from
the provinces to the capital and from hinterland to metropolis. Strictly
speaking, this is not a book about "water and power," to use William
Kahrl's wonderful phrase, but about water and institutions. Nevertheless, one can clearly see how the multitude of state and local institutions tend to disperse and dilute power, and how the central
government has repeatedly deferred to the states. This book is doubly
valuable because almost all of it pertains to the twentieth century and
more than half to the period since World War II. Those charmed and
beguiled by arguments which portray water policy as a struggle between good and evil, as an instrument of oppression, as an inevitable
expression of imperatives endemic to capitalism, will find this study
tame indeed. It is temperate, judicious, and scrupulously fair, and it
conveys the complexity of the past rather than mold it to conform to
contemporary needs. Donald Worster deserves great credit for calling
the attention of a broad audience to the significance of water in the
American West. But careful and patient scholars will find the detail
and complexity of Clark's book far more rewarding. This book will long
stand as a monument to one historian's dedication to scholarship.
Since this essay has surveyed the most important books published
over the last decade, it is appropriate to conclude with a few thoughts
on future scholarship. Water has always been a major source of conflict
in the West, and that conflict is likely to increase given the dramatic
population growth in the Southwest. The peripheral canal and other
schemes to move water from northern to southern California, the endless battle between upstream and downstream states on the Colorado
River, contests between farmers and municipalities, groundwater pollution, and Indian water rights will be staples of western politics for
the forseeable future. So public interest in the politics of water will not
abate. Unfortunately, the future of this fledgling field is not entirely
rosy.
One cannot understand water policy without some understanding
of the law, but the law is by nature technical and abstruse, and negotiations over water tend to turn on very complicated questions, as
Norris Hundley has shown so well in his study of the Colorado River
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compact negotiations. 35 The field has yet to see the kind of surveys
that characterized the history of the public domain. As Paul Gates,
Benjamin Hibbard, Allan Bogue, Vernon Carstensen, and others have
shown, it is possible to tell a big story without getting too far away
from the evidence. We can hope that scholars trained in a variety of
historical discipline&-economic, legal, and environmental history, to
name the most obvious-will bring fresh ideas to the study of water
and save it from bogging down in detail or narratives that lead nowhere. They must also bring an appreciation for thorough and careful
research in archival and manuscript sources. As Worster's book demonstrates, just asking good questions is not enough.
Obviously, another problem is where these historians will come
from. The current preoccupation with social history has limited and
will limit the number of historians who specialize in natural resources,
as will lingering prejudices against western history found at many firstrate universities. Virtually all the books discussed here were written
by "mature scholars" (read "middle-aged" or older). That may be partly
because the study of water requires an understanding of a complicated
jurisprudence, which does not come overnight. But it also suggests
that those who have written the most about water are either "children"
of the environmental movement of the 1960s and 1970s, or at least
strongly influenced by that movement. This is not the proper place to
probe the conscience of the current crop of undergraduate and graduate
students, but it does seem fair to say that concern for the environment
does not command the respect that it did ten or twenty years ago. The
number of new workers ready to enter the field is very small.' As a
topic, natural resources in the West attracts far less attention than
Native Americans, or any number of social history subjects.
The decade of literature surveyed in this essay may well have been
a historiographical aberration. To. be sure, books and articles will continue to be published about water in the West, if not by historians,
then by engineers, lawyers, economists, and journalists-the same
people who wrote most of the water history before the 1960s and 1970s.
But they will not ask the same questions, and they may not recognize
the enormous potential of water history to provide new insights into
the region's politics, economy, and society, as well as its deepest values,
ideals, and aspirations.

35. Norris Hundley, jr., Water and the West: The Colorado River Compact and the Politics
of Water in the American West (Berkeley: University of California Pres5, 1975).

The abundant crops at left in this May 1941 photograph underscore the significance of irrigation in
the West and stand in sharp contrast to the juniper and sagebrush aridity at right, which overlooks
the San Juan River as it winds its way through northwestern New Mexico. Courtesy of Rio Grande
Collections, New Mexico State University.

How the Settlers Farmed: Hispanic
Villages and Irrigation Systems in
Early Sierra County, 1850-1900
JOHN P. WILSON

Scholars have examined the Hispanic communities of northern New
Mexico from a number of standpoints, viewing them as isolated rural
villages that survived for centuries through a dependence upon subsistence agriculture and stock raising, often with a community land
grant as a land base.! At the time of American occupation in 1846,
these settlements were still largely confined to the upper Rio Grande
and Pecos River valleys. In southern New Mexico the l30-mile stretch
below San Antonio to Dona Ana remained uninhabited. Raiding bands
of Southern Apache and Navajo Indians claimed that country.
John P. Wilson of Las Cruces is a professional consultant in historical and archaeological research. Wilson holds a doctorate in anthropology from Harvard University
and is author of two books, including his most recent work, Merchants, Guns, and Monl?lf:
The Saga of Lincoln County and Its Wars, which won the Gaspar Perez de Villagra Award
from the Historical Society of New Mexico.
1. Representative works include, Olen Leonard and C. P. Loomis, Culture of a Contemporary Rural Community: £1 Cerrito, New Mexico (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department
of Agriculture, 1941); George I. Sanchez, Forgotten People (Albuquerque: Calvin Horn,
1967); E. Boyd, Popular Arts of Spanish New Mexico (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico
Press, 1974); Alfredo Jimenez Nunez, Los Hispanos de Nuevo Mexico (Sevilla: Universidad
de Sevilla, 1974); Frances Leon Swadesh, Los Primeros Pobladores: Hispanic Americans of
the Ute Frontier (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1974); Marta Weigle, ed.,
Hispanic Villages of Northern New Mexico (Santa Fe: Lightning Tree Press, 1975); Oakah L.
Jones, Jr., Los Paisanos: Spanish Settlers on the Northern Frontier of New Spain (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1979).
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The Rio Grande Valley south of Socorro to the site of Paraje, New
Mexico, is a broad corridor well-suited for farming at many locations.
Below Paraje the valley width narrows to a half mile or less, and the
river loops from side to side within these confines, forming a small
bottom in a bend every few miles. Travelers during the late 1840s·
accurately called this a wild and broken country. Below Caballo Dam
the river valley widens again. Before dams regulated its flow, the river
in southern New Mexico sometimes ran dry during summer and fall. 2
Travelers' accounts, together with early hydrogeographic studies and
a series of topographic map sheets produced by the U.S. Reclamation
Service in 1908, are the principal sources of information about the valley
now covered by Elephant Butte and Caballo reservoirs.
West of the river, valleys tributary to the Rio Grande are straight,
narrow, and deeply incised into the old basin floors that now form the
plains covering much of western Sierra County. From north to south
these valleys are the Canada Alamosa or Alamosa Creek, Cuchillo Negro Creek, Palomas Creek, Arroyo Seco, Las Animas Creek, Percha
Creek, Trujillo Canyon, Tierra Blanca Creek, and Berrenda Creek. Most
valleys have steep, gravelly sides and flat bottoms, with permanent
springs in their headwaters and running streams for short distances.
In the mid-nineteenth century only Palomas Creek offered a perennial
flow all the way to the Rio Grande. 3 There are no tributaries on the
eastern side of the river. The creosotebush now dominant on the plains
is probably a successor to semidesert grassland depleted by overgrazing. Early explorers also spoke of junipers and oaks on the hills bounding the Rio Grande Valley. Cottonwoods and willows once dominated
2. William H. Emory, "Notes of a Military Reconnaissance, from Fort Leavenworth,
in Missouri, to San Diego, in California," House Exec. Doc. 41, 30th Cong., 1st sess.,
53-57; F. H. Newell, "Hydrography of the Arid Regions," in John W. Powell, Twelfth
Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey to the Secretary of the Interior, 1890-'91,
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1891), 272-79; International (Water)
Boundary Commission, Proceedings of International (Water) Boundary Commission, United
States and Mexico, Treaties of 1884 and 1889 (2 vols., Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1903), II: 285, 295-300; Ralph P. Bieber, ed., Exploring Southwestern Trails
1846-1854 (Glendale: Arthur H. Clark Co., 1938), 87-92.
3. F. H. Newell, Report on Agriculture By Irrigation in the Western Part of the United
States at the Eleventh Census: 1890 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1894),
200; International Boundary Commission, Proceedings, II: 285, 294; Herbert W. Yeo, Report
on Irrigation in the Rio Grande Basin in Texas Above Ft. Quitman and in New Mexico During
1907, 1920 & 1928 (4 vols., Santa Fe: Office of the State. Engineer, 1928), I: 172-74; George
Townsend Harley, The Geology and Ore Deposits of Sierra County, New Mexico (Socorro:
New Mexico State Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources, 1934), 18-23; William G. B.
Carson, ed., "William Carr Lane, Diary," New Mexico Historical Review, 39 (October 1964),
274.
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sections of the river valley while cottonwood, alder, ash, and walnut
bordered Las Animas Creek and portions of Las Palomas and Cuchillo
Negro creeks. 4
This portion of the Rio Grande Valley, in what is now Sierra County,
witnessed a major expansion of Hispanic settlement during the nineteenth century, a movement that has escaped notice until very recently.5 The advance downstream from the Socorro-San Antonio area
began in 1857, well prior to the organization of Sierra County in 1884
and continued into the 1870s. Communities founded during that time
included Alamosa, Canada Alamosa, Alamocita, Las Palomas, San Jose,
San Albino, and Cuchillo. All but Cuchillo and Canada Alamosa, now
Monticello, have since disappeared beneath the waters of Elephant
Butte and Caballo reservoirs.
The first settlement south of Socorro came in 1819 at a place called
Valverde. Pedro Armendaris initiated the settlement by placing valley
lands under cultivation while his cattle, sheep, and horses grazed on
adjacent hills. He received a large land grant (No. 33), but Navajo raids
compelled Armendaris to abandon his projects in 1824. Valverde, site
of a major Civil War battle in 1862, remained unoccupied for more than
thirty years after Armendaris abandoned his holdings. 6
From the 1820s until early 1846 the southern frontier remained at
Socorro. In the latter year, San Antonio was founded on the west bank
of the Rio Grande, and San Pedro was established about the same time
on the opposite side.? Then in 1857 a U.s. deputy surveyor noted the
beginnings of a settlement later known as Paraje. The Paraje tow{lsite
lay on the eastern side of the Rio Grande flood plain in southern Socorro
county. Paraje's population exceeded 500 in 1870 but then declined to
less than 300 for the next several decades, enduring until the U.~.
4. George P. Hammond and Agapito Rey, The Rediscovery of New Mexico, 1580-1594
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1966), 171, 219; Isaac C. Stuck, "Field
Notes, Subdivisional Lines of T14S R5W," vol. 51643, Bureau of Land Management,
Santa Fe, New Mexico; Las Cruces Rio Grande Republican, May 31, 1884, p.1.
5. Oakah L. Jones, Jr., "Spanish Civil Communities and Settlers in Frontier New
Mexico, 1790-1810," in William S. Coker, ed., Hispanic-American Essays in Honor of Max
Leon Moorhead (Pensacola: Perdido Bay Press, 1979); Jones, Los Paisanos, 163; John P.
Wilson, Between the River and the Mountains: A History of Early Settlement in Sierra County,
New Mexico (Las Cruces, New Mexico: n.p., 1985); Richard L. Nostrand, "The Century
of Hispano Expansion," New Mexico Historical Review, 62 (October 1987), 382.
6. J. J. Bowden, Private Land Claims in the Southwest (6 vols., Houston: n.p., 1969),
II: 163-68; Joseph A. Tainter and Frances Levine, Cultural Resources Overview, Central New
Mexico (Albuquerque: U.s. Forest Service, 1987), 100-101.
7. J. W. Abert, Abert's New Mexico Report, 1846-47 (Albuquerque: Horn and Wallace,
1962), 122; George F. Ruxton, Adventures in Mexico and the Rocky Mountains (Glorieta: Rio
Grande Press, 1973), 183.
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Reclamation Service commenced buying small holdings and village
properties as part of land acquisitions for Elephant Butte Reservoir in
1908. Most of the people had moved away by 1916, though a few
lingered into the early 1920s. Two miles north of Paraje, on the western
side of the Rio Grande, lay the tiny community of Bosque Bonito.
Whether it predated Paraje is not known, but Bosque Bonito was deserted by 1861. 8
The first settlement within the present bounds of Sierra County
was made on the western side of the Rio Grande Valley just below the
mouth of Alamosa Creek, about eighteen miles below Paraje. In June
1860 the U.S. Census enumerator wrote that San Ignacio de Alamosa
had been populated one year. The settlement was usually called Alamosa, although U.S. Army reports occasionally referred to it as Canada
Alamosa, a name already applied to the broad canyon drained by
Alamosa Creek. Settlement of Alamosa apparently followed an ageold pattern in New Mexico-a desire for land at a suitable, unclaimed
location to which a recognized leader or leaders brought an organized
group of families. Such a move fifteen years earlier would have presaged a request for a land grant, but now the land was part of the
public domain. Alamosa settlers, all native-born New Mexicans, suffered a number of adversities. During the first months of 1860 they
were in the midst of a brief but intense Indian war. A year and a half
later invading Confederates captured most of a company of Union
volunteers stationed there, following a brief skirmish. Severe floods in
spring 1862 destroyed fields and acequias along the Rio Grande, leaving
many families destitute. Another flood in 1865 wiped out most of that
year's crops. Apache raids kept the citizens fearful, although a new
military post, Fort McRae, was but seven miles distant. By October
1867 the town stood abandoned. 9
Rio Grande flooding in 1862 drove some of Alamosa's inhabitants
to seek a new location for their fields. By 1863, farmers cultivating
fields near the future village of Canada Alamosa still lived twenty miles
downstream at Alamosa. They built an irrigation ditch and planted
fields, and in 1864 Canada Alamosa gained its first residents. The first
filing for a land location at the new village of Canada Alamosa was
8. Las Cruces Citizen, April 21, 1955, pp. 1, 7, May 26, 1955, pp. 9, 14; Douglas K.
Boyd, Paraje (de Fra Cristobal); Investigations of a Territorial Period Hispanic Village Site in
Southern New Mexico (Amarillo: U.s. Department of Interior, 1986), 101-8, 401; Marion
C. Grinstead, Life and Death of a Frontier Fort; Fort Craig, New Mexico, 1854-1885 (Socorro:
Socorro County Historical Society, 1973), 19, 27-28.
9. John P. Wilson, "A Month at Fort McRae," Periodical No. 11 (April 1972), 11; Wilson,
Between the River, 33-41, 73-77.
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made in February 1864. After the second flood at Alamosa in 1865, an
Army officer encouraged the people still living there to move, and by
April 1866, Canada Alamosa had twenty-five or thirty jacal houses with
an estimated population of 150. 10 This and other daughter villages
completely superseded the older site of Alamosa.
Meanwhile, Alamocita, also called New Alamosa, lay on the eastern side of the Rio Grande opposite the old village of Alamosa. 11 Alamocita had a life of little more than ten years from its beginnings in
1866 or 1867. A later historian wrote that Alamocita had been deserted
since 1880 because the river had changed course, leaving irrigable lands
formerly east of the Rio Grande either destroyed or on the west side. 12
The people left for neighboring villages. No census mentioned Alamocita again unti1191O, when four families with twenty-four persons
lived there. That year, a U.S. Reclamation Service attorney securing
purchase contracts for small holdings at Alamocita, San Albino, and
San Jose, found that in "each instance the villages are the centers of
farming communities, the people living in a sort of community system,
a relic of other days when mutual protection was necessary."13 The
Reclamation Service purchased the lands at Alamocita in 1912.
In fall 1866, Apache attacks turned Canada Alamosa into a battleground, and by mid-December the situation was precarious. One report noted that some forty families had gone on to the Rio Grande. 14
At the mouth of Palomas Creek the refugees established a new' town,
originally called Rio Palomas and later known as Las Palomas. The
Apaches soon began depredating along Palomas Creek, prompting the
settlers there to petition the Army for assistance. 15
According to deputy surveyor Isaac Stuck, the Rio Palomas community had a population of about 250 persons by December 1867 and
contained some sixty jacal houses with more going up every day. Stuck
found a completely developed irrigation system in place and functioning along Palomas Creek. Cultivated fields commenced about two miles
10. William Ffrench to B. C. Cutler, July 7, 1865, file F-34-1865, roll 26, M-1120,
Record Group (RG) 393, National Archives, Washington, D.C.; Wilson, "A Month at Fort
McRae," 11; John Slater to Ffrench, April 1, 1886, file 5-36-1866, roll 4, M-1088, RG 393.
11. William Bell, New Tracks In North America (Albuquerque: Horn and Wallace, 1965),
247-48.
12. Las Cruces Citizen, April 21,.1955, p.14.
13. Las Cruces Rio Grande Republican, December 2, 1910, p.l.
14. R. C. Patterson to James H. Carleton, December 18, 1866, file P-18-1866, roll 4,
M-1088, RG 393.
15. John William Ellis to Assistant Adjutant General, September 5, 1867, Mescalero
Apache file 1859-1875, Albert H. Schroeder Papers, State Records Center and Archives,
Santa Fe.
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Map shows tributary streams and former and present settlements along the
Rio Grande in Sierra County (outlined in inset). Note the location of Elephant
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upstream from the village and were continuous for another four miles.
Although he did not estimate the tilled acreage, the 1870 Census reported 24 farmers cultivating 690 acres. This would give a very high
average of almost 29 acres of improved land per farm. Stuck's description, made when Las Palomas was less than a year old, confirms the
general impression that Hispanic settlers in a new area gave their first
priority to digging an acequia, laying out fields, and planting crops.
They might or might not live within several miles of these fields. If
they could hold on for the first year, they stood a much better chance
of making their settlement permanent. In the case of Las Palomas it
was a near thing because of Indian raids, but the people persisted and
their descendants lived there until 1938. 16
The cultivated area at Las Palomas in 1880 totaled only 375 acres
for an average of 12.5 acres per farm, whereas an 1873 observer claimed
upwardS of 2,500 acres being farmed. These acreage figures apparently
reflected a rapid expansion in agriculture after 1870 to include nearby
Rio Grande bottom lands and the more remotely situated Las Animas
Creek Valley. By 1880 this expansion had collapsed, perhaps due to
floods along the river and the beginning of the debris or rock buildup in the vqlleys noted some twenty years later by a Bureau of Forestry
examiner. 17
The village of Cuchillo was founded in 1871. Cuchillo is a shortened
form of the original name for this town, which the U.S. Census returns
through 1900 identified as Cuchillo Negro. The community stands where
it has always stood, along the north side of the Cuchillo Negro Creek
Valley. The name was originally that of a Mimbres Apache chief killed
in 1857, but no documentation has yet been found to link him or his
band with this particular valley. As with the Canada Alamosa, cultivation in the Cuchillo Negro Valley predated a permanent settlement
there. Cuchillo's population probably peaked around 1885 when the
territorial census showed 296 people at'Cuchillo Negro, with 189 acres
of agricultural fields. Farming, stock raising, and probably wage work
were the major livelihoods when Cuchillo Negro lay on a major stage
and wagon route to the Black Range mining towns farther west, where
silver mining was at its height. 18
16. Isaac C. Stuck, "Field Notes, Subdivision Lines & Meanders of Fract. T14S R4W,"
vol. 51642, Bureau of Land Management, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 33-36.
17. R. E. Benedict, "The Proposed Eastern Addition to the Gila River Forest Reserve,
New Mexico," December 1904, forest archaeologist's files, Gila National Forest Office,
Silver City, New Mexico, 7-8; Silver City Mining Life, June 28, 1873, p. 1.
18. Wilson, Between the River, 55-59.
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Unlike the other Sierra County towns there are no early descriptions of Cuchillo Negro. During fall and winter 1879-1880 Chief Victoria's Apaches ravaged the Cuchillo Negro and adjacent valleys, while
a year and a half later Chief Nana's band had a severe fight near
Cuchillo Negro with troopers of the Ninth Cavalry. Afterward, life
became quieter and the town gradually lost its prosperity. A reduction
in stream flow together with debris or rock accumulation in the valleys
began to show around 1890 and may have initiated local economic
decline. Floods and the destruction of homes and fields along Cuchillo
Negro Creek in 1904-1905 and again in the 1920s aggrevated the situation. Cuchillo today is a small village, the once-green fields now
being almost entirely brown. 19
Several other villages, including San Jose, San Albino, Zapata, and
Las Palomitas, also were established. All of them now are under the
waters'of Elephant Butte or Caballo reservoirs. Zapata was a tiny hamlet
along the Rio Grande about 3.5 miles below the mouth of Alamosa
Creek. It evidently began with a land location recorded in 1869. San
Jose and San Albino were small villages that probably never had more
than 100 people at either place. San Jose lay at the mouth of San Jose
arroyo on the western side of the Rio Grande while San Albino occupied
the east bank about one mile upstream. Claimants at both locations
seem to have taken possession in 1869. Agriculture still thrived at these
two towns in 1880 but had been abandoned by 1885. The 1910 census
recorded 87 people living in the San Jose precinct. Las Palomitas, in
the Rio Grande Valley about two miles north of Las Palomas, was
abandoned sometime after the river washed out its ditch system in the
.1880s. 20
From these beginnings the early history of Hispanic villages in
present-day Sierra County and the nature of their irrigation systems
can be traced. As one observer noted, "It seems to be a mania with the
Mexicans to locate on some small stream where a few acres of cultivable
land Can be found, and where the settlers are in danger every day of
19. Ibid., figure 3; Dan L. Thrapp, The Conquest of Apacheria (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1967), 214-15; Philip H. Sheridan, Record of Engagements with Hostile
Indians Within the Military Division of the Missouri, from 1868 to 1882 (Bellevue, Nebraska:
Old Army Press, 1969), 100; Benedict, "Proposed Eastern Addition," 7-8; Everett Reb,
"Cuchillo Was Stagecoach Waystation," Truth or Consequences Herald-Centennial Issue, May
2, 1984, section C, 7.
20. Las Cruces Citizen, April 21, 1955, pp. 1, 7, May 26, 1955, pp. 9, 14; Yeo, "Report
on Irrigation," 109; International Boundary Commission, Proceedings, 322; Wilson, Between the River, 49-59, 73, 80.
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losing their lives by Indians."21 The traditional northern New Mexican
pattern of dependence upon ditch irrigation annd subsistence agriculture was modified considerbly in the Rio Grande Valley below Paraje. Settlers there had no land grants, (most held only rights of possession
to their lands), and farming was an uncertain business because water
control lay more with nature than with man.
Irrigation made agriculture in the valleys of the Rio Grande and
its tributaries possible. Farming on the fertile Rio Grande flood plain
carried a normal hazard of flooding in Mayor June, with possibly
disastrous decreases in river flow later during the growing season.
Tributaries offered more stable situations. As civil engineer W. W. Follett noted in 1896, "While the water supply is scanty, it is constant,
and the users have learned to utilize it fully, and they raise good crops
with an amount of water so small it would mean failure anywhere else
in the Territory."22 Overstocking reduced even the arable lands along
streams. Bureau of Forestry examiner R. E. Benedict explained:
The present area of irrigated lands in Sierra County, 3,700
acres, is considerably smaller than formerly owing to the diminished water supply, and many settlers who once had a supply of
water sufficient for domestic purposes and a garden, have been
compelled to dig wells not only for domestic but also for stock
purposes.. One of the most serious results of the denudation of
the foothill and mountain region is the destruction of bottomlands
of the streams. The narrow bottoms, which characterize the streams
in their course through the hills, are covered with a layer of rocks
and gravel sometimes several feet in depth. This debris not only
ruins the valuable grazing and possible agricultural value of these
lands, but also, being very loose, allows the water to flow entirely
underground, and the water is lost both to irrigation and to stock.
... The effects of the destruction of the sparse sod and chaparral
on the run-off and annual flow of the streams first began to show
itself in 1890, or thereabouts, after only a comparatively few years
of grazing. 23
Both contemporary observers and recent writers have given good
descriptions of Hispanic agriculture in New Mexico. Invariably they
assumed that farming was synonymous with ditch irrigation. This was
not always true. Geologist Kirk Bryan, for example, described how
21. Herbert M. Enos to Cyrus H. DeForrest, April 5, 1867, file Q-50-1867, roll 7, M1088, RG 393.
22. International Boundary Commission, Proceedings, 294.
23. Benedict, "Proposed Eastern Addition," 7-8.
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Hispanic farmers outside valleys with permanent running water practiced flood-water farming. 24
To understand how the settlers farmed in early Sierra County we
need a triad of sources. General accounts such as the ones just cited
constitute one component. Descriptions of particular irrigation systems
and practices at the time these were in use is another. Military reports,
newspaper accounts, and notes by land surveyors sometimes include
such information. The investigations by hydrographic or irrigation engineers who saw and understood the folk technologies involved with
farmer-built irrigation systems comprise the third and most important
source. Three excellent studies of this type included Sierra County.
Civil engineer W. W. Follett made the earliest study in 1896. Systematically inventorying irrigation ditches along the Rio Grande and its
tributaries, he estimated their )Ige, capacity, and the acreages they
watered. Herbert W. Yeo, during his service as state engineer for New
Mexico, continued and expanded upon Follett's system, distinguishing
for the first time between ditches that diverted flood waters and those
that used perennial stream flows or springs. A more recent compilation
specified the location, size, and nature of additional irrigation facilities
with great accuracy and included abandoned irrigation systems. These·
three studies alone would allow one to compile a nearly complete
inventory of historical irrigation systems in Sierra County. Ail additional, indispensable source for documenting the Rio Grande Valley
between Valverde and the Elephant Butte Dam site, however, is a series
of topographic map sheets produced by the U.s. Reclamation Service
in 1908. 25
24. Report of the Commissioner of Patents, 1851, Part II, Agriculture (Washington, D.C:
Government Printing Office, 1852), 478-92; Report of the Commissioner of Patents for the
Year 1852. Part II. Agriculture (Washingon, D. C: Government Printing Office, 1853), 34552; F. C Barker, Irrigation in Mesilla VaIlr:y, New Mexico, Water-Supply and Irrigation
Papers, Vol. 10 (Washington, D.C: U.S. Geological Survey, 1898); Sanford A. Mosk,
"The Influence of Tradition on Agriculture in New Mexico," in The Tasks of Economic
History (New York: New York University Press, 1942), 34-51; Josiah Gregg, Commerce of
the Prairies (2 vols., New York: J.B. Lippincott, 1962), I: 77-78; Marc Simmons, "Spanish
Irrigation Practices in New Mexico," New Mexico Historical Review, 47 (April 1972), 13550; Alvin R. Sunseri, "Agricultural Techniques in New Mexico at the Time of the AngloAmerican Conquest," Agricultural History, 47 (October 1973),329-37; Kirk Bryan, "FloodWater Farming," Geographical Review, 19 (July 1929), 444-56. See also Frank E. Wozniak,
Irrigation in the Rio Grande Valley, New Mexico: An Annotated Bibliography (Amarillo: U.S.
Department of the Interior, 1986).
25. International Boundary Commission, Proceedings, II: 284-300, 321-23; Yeo, "Report on Irrigation," Water Facilities Area Plan for Alamosa River, Rio Cuchillo Negro, Palomas
River, Rio Seco, Rio Animas, and Perchas Creek Watersheds, New Mexico (Washington, D.C:
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Sierra County's earliest settlements used three types of irrigation
systems: traditional ditch irrigation from perennial streams; flood-water
systems; and farming river bends. The most unique development,
farming of river bends, was employed along the Rio Grande Valley
below Paraje south to the latitude of Caballo Dam. This was the stretch
where the Rio Grande looped from side to side within a narrow valley
and created small bottoms in its bends. The agricultural systems at San
Albino, San Jose, Zapata, Las Palomitas, and presumably at Alamocita
were dependent upon farming these river bends because there were
no other arable lands. Individual ranches along this stretch of the valley
evidently followed the same practice. The terrace level or second bottom was potential farm land. As territorial Governor William Carr Lane
noted in 1853, "The soil of River bottoms, where they are subject to
be overflowed, are Sandy & unfit for Cultivation; above this level they
are fertile and easy of irrigation. "26
Acequias took irrigation water directly from the Rio Grande at the
head of the bends and conveyed it along the base of the river bluffs.
Lateral structures, if present at all, were minimal. This manner of farming could be highly productive, but it was risky because the river's
course was subject to change with every increase in flow, much more
in this narrow section of the Rio Grande than in broader stretches of
the valley. It was only a question of time until a major' flood washed
away the ditches and farmlands while it created bends at new locations.
Another problem was reduced flow in the Rio Grande after 1880
due to excessive withdrawals in the San Luis Valley of southern Colorado. 27 Local informants told Follett that in five of the eight years between 1889 and 1896, the Rio Grande ran dry for part of the year at
Las Palomas. Stream-gauge records at San Marcial, a small community
founded about 1864 near Fort Craig, began in 1895. A dry river was
noted during some part of the irrigation season in twenty-two of the
next thirty years of record. 28 Below San Marcial to Palomas Creek inflow
from tributaries is abnormal.
A combination of normal hazards to farming the river bends in
U.S. Department of Agriuclture, 1940); Rio Grande Project, New Mexico, Engle Reservoir,
Sheets 1-10, variously titled, (N.p.: U.S. Reclamation Service, 1908).
26. Carson, "William Carr Lane," 228.
27. Newell, Report on Agriculture, 195, 201; International Boundary Commission,
Proceedings, 286, 295-300; C. R. Hedke, "A Report on the Irrigation Development and
Water Supply of the Middle Rio Grande Valley, N.M.," Special Collections, Zimmerman
Library, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque.
28. International Boundary Commission, Proceedings, 295; Hedke, "Report on Irrigation Development," 12.
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the Rio Grande Valley with decreased river flow during the irrigation
season brought agriculture to a virtual halt even before construction
on Elephant Butte Dam began in 1910. Agricultural census schedules
for 1880 show that communities now beneath Elephant Butte Reservoir
may have cultivated up to 215 acres. The 1885 territorial census for San
Jose and San Albino listed seventy-four acres in tillage but crop production zero. Herbert Yeo found cultivation decreasing at the two towns
in 1907, with only 160 and 100 acres being farmed at the two communities, a substantial decline from the 300 and 200 acres that Follett
reported under irrigation in 1896. Yeo also listed three of the four
ditches upstream from San Jose and San Albino and five of the six
ditches below these communities as abandoned. Other ditch systems
along the Rio Grande in Sierra County had been abandoned or were
decreasing in extent in 1907 as well. Yeo confirmed that the Alamocita
ditch was abandoned because of a change in the river, while at Las
Palomitas and Hot Springs a facility that had irrigated 900 acres washed
out and was abandoned in 1884. 29 A mining boom in western Sierra
County after 1877 provided expanded job opportunities and undoubtedly encouraged a trend away from farming towards wage work. By
1908, according to Follett, Yeo, and Stoes, people had forsaken farming
and were moving away. .
The type of irrigation system called farming the river bends has
not been described previously for understandable reasons·. The communities where it was practiced have almost been forgotten. The facilities were in virtual disuse by 1907, and much earlier at some locations.
No one left a contemporary description. Indeed, without the detailed
1908 U.S. Reclamation Service map sheets, determining how people
had farmed in such an unfavorable setting might have been impossible.
This system apparently was not employed at other places in New
Mexico. The settlers in Sierra County obviously adapted experience
gained elsewhere with ditch irrigation to a new physiographic situation
and came up with a refinement of what Father Eusebio Kino and lieutenant Juan Mateo Manje witnessed among the Gila River Pima Indians
of southern Arizona in 1699. There, planting was done in sandbanks
and river bends after the spring floods had receded, and the crops
were left to mature without irrigation. 30
29. International Boundary Commission, Proceedings, 322; Yeo, "Report on Irrigation," 113-15.
30. Ernest J. Burrus, S.J., Kino and Manje: Explorers of Sonora and Arizona, Their Vision
of the Future (Rome: Jesuit Historical Institute, 1971), 399, 423, 438.
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The agricultural settlements at Canada Alamosa (Monticello), Cuchillo, and Las Palomas, meanwhile, all depended on water diversion
from perennial streams, springs, or subsurface flows that rose to the
surface. Although limited, these sources were relatively constant. In a
letter of June 25, 1868, New Mexico Surveyor General John Clark provided a good description of conventional ditch irrigation:
The method of irrigating is as follows: Ditches or canals are
excavated and the water conveyed from the stream with just fall
enough to preserve the full quantity or volume deemed necessary,
and diverging from the stream as the surface of the land will
permit, so as to include all the lands below... : The land is prepared for planting by laying it off in beds or lots averaging in size,
according as the surface is level or otherwise, from a sixteenth part
of an acre to two or three acres. Around each of these beds--which
are required to be level or nearly scr-there is raised a light embankment six or eight inches above the level, leaving a shallow
ditch between, through which the water is drawn, and from which
the land is flooded, to the depth of two or three inches, as often
as required for the growth of the crop. The water being let through
the embankment as above and the beds covered to the proper
depth, the embankment is again closed and the water left to be
absorbed by the soil. The small irrigating ditches above described
communicate with the main ditch (acequia madre).3l
Clark also described irrigation frequency and how the amount of irrigable land was limited only by the quantity of water. Stream water
levels, were raised to the elevation of ditch heads by temporary brush
diversion dams, piers, or sand or earth-fill bars across low water channels of more ephemeral drainages.
Clark's description of beds or lots was a reference to what was
called flooding in checks. Fields were arranged in a series of checks or
squares at descending elevations. Las Cruces horticulturalist F. C. Barker described this layout in his detailed account of irrigation in the
Mesilla Valley:
In order to get the water upon the land, a side or lateral ditch
is carried from the main ditch or larger lateral along the highest
side of the land to be irrigated. The field is then laid out into
squares or oblong beds--check beds, as they are usually called31. John A. Clark to Joseph S. Wilson, June 25, 1868, Letters Sent, Volume II (18561874),92-94, reel 56, U.S. Surveyor General, Microfilm of Papers Relating to New Mexico
Land Grants, Zimmerman Library.
'
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Diagram illustrates the method of flood irrigation in checks, described in F. C.
Barker's Irrigation in Mesilla Valley, New Mexico, and used by late nineteenthcentury settlers along tributaries of the Rio Grande.
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surrounded by borders of earth about a foot high. These check
beds vary in size from 30 feet square to 60 by 100 feet, according
to the fall of the land and the crop to be irrigated. Of course if the
fall of the land is great the check beds must be correspondingly
smaller.
The water is let into the first bed from the lateral ditch, either
by means of a box and gate. . . . or by breaking down an opening
in the bank with a large hoe. As soon as the first bed is flooded,
the border at a point at the end of this bed is broken down and
the water allowed to flow into the second bed, and so on until the
whole field has been flooded. Of course a series of these beds may
be irrigated at the same time, the number depending upon the
flow of water.... Beds numbered 1, 5, 9, and 13 may all be
irrigated simultaneously, and as they are finished those adjoining
are flooded.
This is the system invariably practiced by the Mexicans, but
it has the disadvantage of letting the water drain off from the upper
beds onto the lowest one when the water is shut off, thus giving
an undue proportion of water to the end bed....
This system of flooding and level culture is practiced for all
small grain crops, beans, orchards, and alfalfa.... For crops cultivated on ridges, such as tomatoes, chili, sweet potatoes, etc., a
modification is introduced. Ridges are made in the check beds, as
shown in beds 2,3 and 4 of the diagram [see illustration, p. 347],
the ridges being shaded in the diagram and the furrows running
between. 32
A series of check beds would give the visual effect of terraces. Field
drainage was unknown and storage reservoirs were rare. Communityowned ditch systems still existed in 1940 at Monticello on Alamosa
Creek, on the upper and middle reaches of Cuchillo Negro Creek at
Chiz and Cuchillo respectively, along the middle and lower stretches
of Palomas Creek, and on the lower part of Las Animas Creek. The
ditch at Chiz served about 58 acres; the one at Monticello some 650
acres. Other field systems ranged from 300 to 400 acres. There were
also smaller, privately-owned irrigation systems. The extent and locations of these varied through time. 33
Most of the farms in tributary valleys were located along these
four principal drainages, but the smaller streams were used as well.
Follett listed a ditch system watered by springs in the Cienega de los
Apaches (now Trujillo Canyon) that furnished water to irrigate 60 acres.
32. Barker, Irrigation in Mesilla Valley, 24-26.
33. Water Facilities Area Plan.
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Someone probably refurbished a prehistoric irrigation system noted at
the same location in 1873. Another ditch supplied by springs in upper
Berrenda Creek carried water to an 80-acre tract. Yeo, who called this
arroyo Jaralosa Creek, found 90 acres under irrigation near Lake Valley
in 1928. Water from Tierra Blanca Creek supplied 60 tilled acres on two
ranches during normal seasons while three private diversions on North
Percha Creek irrigated 100 acres of land. The four spring and floodwater ditch systems that Yeo listed for Percha Creek between Kingston
and Hillsboro had evidently been abandoned by 1940. The Monticello
irrigation system, the most viable, still waters about 600 acres'. 34
Engineer Follett operated under severe time limitations in 1896
and he may have missed some of the smaller networks, including
facilities that had already been abandoned. He either did not recognize
or did not report flood-water diversions. Yeo tabulated three small
flood-water systems above Lake Valley on Jaralosa (Berrenda) Creek
that furnished water for 100 acres, one such system on Tierra Blanca
Creek that watered 30 acres, three private ditches along the middle
Arroyo Seco that carried flood-water and subsurface flow to an estimated 100 acres, ten private flood~water diversion systems near the
headwaters of Cuchillo Negro Creek (watering 165 acres), and three
private ditches on lower Cuchillo Negro Creek that allowed irrigation
of some 105 acres. On lower Alamosa Creek, Yeo found 225 acres, most
of it irrigated pasture, supplied by four private flood-water systems. 35
He gave the dates of construction 'as "old," which in the context of his
report meant before 1907.
The 1940 survey listed only six flood irrigation systems along the
middle and lower reaches of Alamosa Creek and the four ditch systems
on Percha Creek. The latter served about 100 acres below Hillsboro,
primarily with flood waters. The facilities on Arroyo Seco had been
abandoned. Descriptions of two systems (numbered 5 and 8) on Alamosa Creek are quoted here. They were typical in some respects yet
quite different from Kirk Bryan's acccounts of flood-water farming. 36
5. This is a flood irrigation system which serves about 40 acres of
land. The diversion dam which is located in Sec. 27, T. 11 5., R.
5 W. is the usual sand fill. There is an elaborate distribution system
34. International Boundary Commission, Proceedings, 321; Silver City Mining Life,
June 28, 1873, p. 1; Yeo, "Report on Irrigation," 172; Gordon Solberg, "The Alamosa
Irrigation System," Dry Country News, 3 (Fall 1979), 4-7.
35. Yeo, "Report on Irrigation," 180-81.
36. Water Facilities Area Plan, 39-40, 47, 92, 94; Bryan, "Flood-Water Farming," 45354.
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in excellent condition and evidence of good crops produced· on
the land.
8. This is also a flood irrigation system and the last system on the
Alamosa River [sic]. The usual type of temporary diversion dam
is located in Sec. 34, T. 11 S., R. 4 W. about 3 miles above the point
where the river flows into the Elephant Butte Reservoir. There is
a main canal, in good condition, about 2 miles long and several
laterals as well as a small reservoir which holds 2 or 3 acre-feet of
water. It is estimated that some 75 acres are irrigated at present
and that possibly 30 more have been abandoned because of encroachment of the shore line of the reservoir. 37
System No.8 actually lay at the south edge of Section 34 and overlapped
significantly into Sections 2 and 3, Township 12 South, Range 4 West.
J
Bryan, who relied upon both his own observations in the course
of geologic field work and on informants, described several types of
Hispanic flood-water systems from north central New Mexico. By the
time his report appeared in 1929, flood-water fields in main valleys
were rare, a factor he attributed to the dissection of arroyo channels
beginning about 1880. He believed dependence on flood waters had
been more extensive at one time and may have been the basis for some
community irrigation systems. Flood-water fields in the twentieth century have been used to produce forage and improve pasturage. In Sierra
County there is no evidence that flood-water diversions were widely
done. 38
The original settlement of Alamosa is a mystery in several respects.
Early Socorro County records contain no land locations or quitclaim
deeds for Alamosa. The nature of agriculture and irrigation facilities
there is uncertain, prior to development of fields at Canada Alamosa
in 1863. Private Lewis F. Roe passed Alamosa or "Canon La Moose"
as he called it on April 7, 1861, and noted "A good deal of land around
it under cultivation." As early as April 1859 Captain J. P. Hatch drew
a field map that featured a "ranch" at the mouth of an unnamed tributary valley north of Canada de Palomas. 39 If this ranch represented
Alamosa, then the fields that Hatch showed on the south side of the
adjacent valley belonged to the town. Deputy Surveyor Fred Shaw
37. Water Facilities Area Plan, 39-40.
38. Bryan, "Food-Water Farming," 453-54; Water Facilities Area Plan, 26; C P; Wilson,
P. E. Neale, K. W. Parker, and H. N. Watenpaugh, Soil and Rainfall Conservation in New
Mexico (State College, N.M.: Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 238, 1936), 34.
39. Lewis F. Roe, copy of an untitled journal of military escort from Fort Craig,
New Mexico, to Forts Buckman and Breckenridge, Arizona, April 5 to June 1, 1861, in
author's possession; Wilson, Between the River, Frontispiece.
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evidently saw what remained of these fields when he.subdivided fractional Township 12 South, Range 4 West in December 1883:
There is some good valley land in sees. 1,2 & 3 and known as the
valley of Canada de Alamosa. The greater part of this valley was,
at one time, under cultivation, but on account of a scarcity of water
is now abandoned. 40
In 1928 some 225 acres of hay and pasture land were still irrigated from
flood waters. 41 The location. is identical with that described above as
system No.8 in 1940.
Before one concludes that a flood-water irrigation system established at the mouth of the Canada Alamosa in 1859 continued in use
through 1940, there is a more incredible part to the story. Brevet Colonel
Herbert M. Enos visited the town of Canada Alamosa on March 15-16,
1867. He noted that about seventy-five persons remained there, many
people having left on account of Indian hostilities. Enos estimated 500
acres in cultivation along eight miles of the valley with good crops of
corn, wheat, and vegetables. With respect to water,
The stream sinks a short distance below the town, the water,
however, is carried in acequias several miles further down the
valley, and before this town was established the water was even
taken to the mouth of the Canon, which opens on the Rio Grande,
a distance of Twenty Miles. 42
If Enos was correct, the fields at the mouth of the Canada Alamosa
not only belonged to Alamosa, they were watered by the permanent
flow of Alamosa Creek, conveyed some twenty miles or more through
a ditch system to the point of use. This was a remarkable construction
feat. The delivery of water so far down the canyon must have been
unreliable, and there is a clear implication that this system was converted at some later time from conventional ditch irrigation to floodwater diversion, that is, to system No.8. Indeed, most or all of the six
flood-water systems on Alamosa Creek in 1940 may have been segments of the original Alamosa ditch modified to carry flood flows for
shorter distances. 43 Between 1859 and 1862, Alamosa's residents probably farmed one of the river bends as well.
40. Fred C. Shaw, "Field Notes, Survey of Subdivision of Frac. T12S R4W," vol.
51603, New Mexico State Office, Bureau of Land Management, Santa Fe, 56-57.
41. Yeo, "Report on Irrigation:' 173.
42. Enos to DeForrest, April 5, 1867.
43. Water Facilities Area Plan, 39-40.
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In various stages of decay, three houses of old town San Marcial are silent
sentinels to what had been a thriving ranch, farm, and railroad center during
the 1920s. Floods forced eventual abandonment. Courtesy of Rio Grande Collections, New Mexico State University.

The adobe walls of the Catholic church at San Marcial finally succumbed to
collapse in (May 1937 after being soaked by flood waters eight years earlier.
Courtesy of Rio Grande Collections, New Mexico State University.
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Settlers established their farms and villages with the intention of
selling part of their produce to nearby military posts or to the Southern
Apache Agency at Canada Alamosa. This expectation was realized to
some extent. During 1870 Estanislado Montoya, an entrepreneur from
San Antonio, New Mexico, held a contract to provide Fort McRae with
one hundred thousand pounds of corn, at a generous price of $4.32
per one hundred pounds. An Alamocita merchant sold twenty-one
thousand pounds of corn to the Indian agency at Canada Alamosa in
1872, a delivery that would have amounted to 20 percent of the corn
crop at Alamocita as of 1870. While the people of Sierra County's villages remained highly traditional in their ways, the twentieth-century
view that subsistence farming doomed families to a minimal economic
level does not reflect farmers' expectations accurately when settlements
were formed initially many years earlier. Another complication follow. ing the Civil War was that the army and the New Mexico Indian superintendency purchased supplies almost exclusively by contracts
awarded through competitive bidding. By contrast, large numbers of
casual purcha,ses from individuals were made in earlier years. After
the war a small producer had to sell, or more likely barter, his grain
to the contractors' agents and local merchants at their prices. 44
The earliest settlers south of Paraje practiced a high-risk system
of cultivating the loops where the Rio Grande wound through a long,
constricted valley section. Floods damaged or destroyed these riverbend farms periodically. Traditional ditch irrigation was employed by
the larger, community-owned systems in valleys west of the Rio Grande.
Flood-water farming in these same valleys may have utilized the facilities of unsuccessful or abandoned ditch systems. Yet these types of
irrigation systems also intergraded, as Bryan found with his types and
classes of flood-water farming sites. Above Hillsboro on Percha Creek,
water was derived from both springs and flood flows. Flood waters
and subsurface flow furnished the irrigation water on Arroyo Seco.
The same was true for both of the community ditch systems on Palomas
Creek and the Chiz community ditch on upper Cuchillo Negro Creek
as well. Underflow appeared at intervals along Las Animas Creek and
was diverted. 45 Reliance on multiple water sources makes dividing
44. "Contracts made by Quartermaster's Department during year ending December
31, 1870," Senate Exec. Doc. 21, 41st Cong., 3d sess., 2; Wilson, Between the River, 47,
94-96; Joan M. Jensen, "'I've Worked, I'm Not Afraid of Work': Farm Women in New
Mexico, 1920-1940," New Mexico Historical Review, 61 (January 1986), 40; Robert W. Frazer,
Forts and Supplies: The Role of the Army in the Economy of the Southwest, 1846-1861 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1983), 102-15.
45. Yeo, "Report on Irrigation," 172-73.
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farming sites and types of irrigation facilities neatly between ditch
irrigation and flood-water diversions impossible. To recognize how the
settlers actually conducted farming requires technical as well as historical expertise.
Scholars today also face substantial problems in attempting to learn
who built or used these folk-technology irrigation systems. How is one
to identify either of these when farmers who lived at Alamosa, Alamocita, and Las Palomas worked fields twenty miles away? How is
one to know when a ditch system was built? This last determination
may be highly important in assigning priority water rights, but there
is no easy solution. There are no obvious distinctions to identify a
given system as having been built by prehistoric Indians or by historic
Hispanic or Anglo-American farmers--or even by Southern Apache
Indians. During the 1850s, Indian agent Michael Steck established Apache
farms with irrigated fields along portions of Palomas and Las Animas
creeks. Almost a century earlier Southern Apache Indians had been
reported farming with the aid of irrigation. 46
The most plausible way for any newly-arrived group to develop
an irrigation facility was to repair and expand an earlier one. At the
Cienega de los Apaches this is almost surely what happened. Along
Palomas and Las Animas creeks, the Apache farms had been abandoned
for scarcely ten years when settlers first came to Rio Palomas. It is also
possible that ditch and diversion systems were created and modified
over a number of years as people repaired, added to, reduced, or rebuilt
facilities as they saw fit. Similar problems in attribution should be
expected elsewhere.
Documents may prove who used a particular network at some
point in time, but surviving features alone cannot tell us who built,
refurbished, expanded, or last used them. The age of a system or its
components is not necessarily evident by its construction nor should
it be assumed that all parts of an abandoned facility were in use simultaneously. While the remaining traces show that a structure was
built, they do not tell us that it worked reliably or even at all.
The apparent source for irrigation water also may be deceptive.
From physical evidence alone it can be difficult to determine whether
a ditch irrigation system originally built to carry water to the mouth
of the Canada Alamosa was converted later into a series of flood-water
diversions. Identification of old fields, such as those seen by surveyor
Shaw in 1883, leads to questions of how they were watered. Where
46. Daniel Tyler, "Dating the Caflo Ditch: Detective Work in the Pojoaque Valley,"
New Mexico Historical Review, 61 (January 1986), 15-25; Wilson, Between the River, 13-17.
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fields were irrigated by temporary diversion works, the latter may not
be evident. Check beds become obscured in time.
The intention in outlining so many complicating factors has not
been to show that one cannot be sure about anything or that Sierra
County is an unusually complex situation. But such problems do exist,
and they are not necessarily unique to Sierra County or even to New
Mexico. Avoiding overeasy assumptions, such as attributing construction of a ditch to the first recorded modern occupant of a tract or
correlating an old irrigation ditch with an adjacent prehistoric ruin
when the fields alongside were still used in 1940, requires the perspectives of several professions. A wide range of sources exists, some
not within the purview of any single field, and these must be sought.
Sierra County is a good example.
To learn how settlements were formed is a historical problem.
Determining the nature of their agricultural systems, however, requires
attention to the landscape as well-either first-hand or, when the community lies beneath a reservoir, from records. The physical evidence
of irrigation systems is a beginning point, but the perspectives of history, archaeology, hydrology, engineering, economics, and agronomy
should all be employed to determine what people were doing and how
they were doing it. Answers can be found if enough information can
be assembled, even for types of irrigation systems no longer in use
and lacking contemporary descriptions.
Were the early Sierra County communities unique in any respects
or were they typical of agricultural settlements dependent on irrigation
elsewhere in New Mexico? The Sierra County towns proliferated-not
one but a dozen communities-within little more than ten years, following a slow progression of settlement down the Rio Grande over the
previous 150 years. One recent study labeled the period of the 1860s
the decade of greatest expansion in Hispanic settlement in the years
between 1790 and 1900. 47 The only population movement on a scale
comparable to the thrust down the Rio Grande was the settlement of
the Rio Bonito-Ruidoso-Hondo valleys east of the Sacramento and
-Capitan mountains.
As for farming, the technique of cultivating the river bends, not
known to have been used elsewhere, was a gambler's approach to
irrigation. Why the mouth of Alamosa Creek was chosen for the first
settlement is not known, although economic considerations undoubtedly had a part in it. Population growth upriver could scarcely have
outgrown the land base there, while Alamosa's remoteness from other
47. Nostrand, "The Century of Hispano Expansion," 385.
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settlements or military garrisons left it exposed to Indian attacks. The
early communities were more typical in their adoption of ditch irrigation where feasible, in group movements to found new settlements,
and in relying on agriculture to the near exclusion of animal husbandry
other than work oxen and a few chickens, horses, and hogs. An absence
of sheep also was common for these Hispanic communities founded
at the time. The courage exhibited by inadequately armed settlers in
the face of frequent Indian hostilities was also characteristic.
As a final complication, not everything that appears to have been
an irrigation ditch necessarily supplied water for crops. Stuck's 1867
survey plat of Township 14 South, Range 5 West, showed the cultivated
lands of Rio Palomas ending about one mile short of the eastern boundary of this township. However, "The acequia extends 1 mile beyond
the eastern boundary of the township & the water from it is used in
the town of Rio Polomas." Lieutenant William Woods Averell helped
construct a similar ditch to provide Fort Craig with a domestic water
supply by placing a diversion across Milligan Gulch, which in 1858
carried a stream flow to within three miles of the Rio Grande. A current
then ran in the ditch and the fort had its own running water. 48
Agriculture and village life went together in early Sierra County.
Both involved irrigation carried on in a variety of ways. An understanding of how the settlers farmed must depend upon intensive scrutiny of historical sources and an understanding of the hydrographic
possibilities as well as the interpretation of physical remains. Even so,
after considering the many alternatives, we may still find nearly as
many questions as we do answers.

48. Stuck, "Field Notes, Tl4S, R5W," 71; Edward K. Eckert and Nicholas J. Amato,
eds., Ten Years in the Saddle: The Memoir of William Woods Averell (San Rafael, California:
Presidio Press, 1978), 135-36.

Una Atarque Duradera
RICHARD FLINT, SHIRLEY FLINT, and PEDRO V. GALLEGOS

The Villanueva atarque (diversion dam), an unimposing, cement-drab
structure, straddles the Pecos River a mile and a quarter upstream from
the Spanish-colonial town of Villanueva. Despite its prosaic appearance, the atarque is a remarkable example of communitarianism and
its construction during winter 1960-1961 may also have represented
the end of an epoch. 1
For many generations the Pecos Valley in the San Miguel del Bado
Richard Flint is a freelance writer and graduate of St. John's College in Santa Fe.
Shirley Flint is an artist who holds a master's degree in American Studies from New
Mexico Highlands University. Together they have done extensive stone masonry work
and have collaborated in writing and illustrating A Pocket Guide to Chaco Canyon Arcllitecture (1987).
Pedro V. Gallegos is a farmer and rancher. He has been mayordomo of the Villanueva
Community Dam Association since 1940, was for many years mayordomo of the acequia
del norte, is caretaker of the Gruta de la Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe, and is manager of
the Villanueva community well.
1. Although in some parts of New Mexico atarque is a masculine word, at Villanueva
it is traditionally feminine. See Ruben Cobos, A Dictionary of New Mexico and Southern
Colorado Spanish (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1984), 13.
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Land Grant of southwestern San Miguel County, including the bottomland at Villanueva, has been farmed under irrigation. 2 To supply
the necessary water, atarques have been erected, repaired, and reerected at ten sites along the river's course through the grant, each
dam feeding one or more acequia (irrigaton ditch) systems. Just northwest of Villanueva, a hundred yards downstream from where the Canon
de la Presa joins the Pecos River is one of those sites. In the span. of
the area's recorded history, the site has been occupied by a succession
of atarques. 3
•
The river, a relentless force, can be destructive, especially when
swelled by heavy downpours or rapid snowmelt. As a consequence,
the beaver-like dams of the last two centuries have led transitory lives.
The routine labor of farming along the upper Pecos has included the
annual repair or reconstruction of atarques. As in maintaining the acequias, such work has always been done cooperatively by the landowners who use the acequia water, and supervised by a committee of
elected mayordomos (overseers). This is the story of the efforts of the
Villanueva Community Dam Association to build an atarque that would
last for years, and which would resist the river's onslaught. More
specifically, this is the story of their formidable labor during the winter
of 1960-1961.
Traditional atarques at Villanueva have been wedge-shaped weirs
built of juniper trees, stones, and silt. Construction of a new dam or
repair of an existing one was done, when possible, in winter to take
advantage of low water in the river, an absence of irrigation, and time
off from farming and ranching. Large juniper trees were cut, partially
stripped of branches, then dragged by teams of horses to'the site of
the dam. With a sufficient quantity of brush, the cold, wet work of
building began. Because the river was not easily diverted, builders had
2. Both Adolph Bandelier and F. Stanley assert that Indian farmers from Pecos
Pueblo or small Pecos-related pueblos (ruins of which are strung along the Pecos River
Valley throughout the San Miguel del Bado Land Grant) cultivated crops within the
grant area long before the Spanish entradas. See Adolph F. Bandelier, "Final Report of
Investigations among the Indians of the Southwestern United States, Carried on Mainly
in the Years from 1880-1885," Archaeological Institute of America (2 vol., Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1890, 1892), II: 128-36; and F. Stanley, San Miguel del Bado
New Mexico Story (Pep, Texas: privately published, 1964), 3-5. Spanish colonists made
agricultural use of the valley intermittently until full-time permanent settlement in the
1770s. Since then up to two thousand acres have been under regular cultivation.
3. Local tradition holds that the site may have been occupied by an Indian dam in
pre-Hispanic times.
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to slog back and forth through frigid water to wrestle the trees into
place.
.
Layout of the dam was almost always the same. A single file of
junipers were laid head-to-toe across the river, then weighted down
with rocks to prevent their washing away while building was in progress. Another layer of junipers was piled on, this time side-by-side and
at right angles to the first layer. Resting on the first layer, the butt end
of each new juniper was wired down with the remainder of its length
extending upstream sometimes as much as twenty feet. Even while
the work progressed, the river deposited sand and silt among the
juniper branches.
More junipers were stacked in the same manner, with odd-numbered layers positioned like the first and even-numbered layers like
the second. Each layer was held down with rocks and additional loose
brush was piled into gaps between layers. In addition, each odd-numbered layer was offset two to three feet upstream from the one beneath
it, giving a stair-step face to the downstream side of the finished dam.
When the work was completed, which the dam's builders hoped w,ould
last at least a year, the riyer was backed up enough to feed into the
acequia headgates. Villanueva required a dam about fifteen feefhigh.
All too often, however, a heavy load of debris carried by the river
ripped away part of the dam in mid-year. Sometimes a glut of water
would sweep around the dam, eating away the river bank and then
the dam. The south end of the Villanueva atarque has been especially
vulnerable since it must resist the swiftest current, and the earth of
the river bank is very sandy.
As Pedro V. Gallegos described them, the events of the second
week of June 1939 were typical:
The owners had their pieces of land so deep in their hearts they
worked no matter if we had to build a dam every year and sometimes fix it in summer. Before being foreman I remember a man
by the name of Cresencio Gallegos, foreman, and Mr. Ramon Madrid, second foreman, and it was in June. There was a lot of water
in the river and part of the dam broke. They brought a BIG, BIG
viga (a whole-log beam; in this case the trunk of a cottonwood
tree). It was green and very heavy, but the men got together and
pushed it across the gap. Then they tied it with fence wire until
they were sure it was going to hold the weight of the water. I had
no experience. I thought it was not going to hold, the water was
so strong. But they knew what they were doing, those viejitos (old
men) had so much experience. They had to use two teams of horses
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Map shows the Pecos River Valley at Villanueva, New Mexico. Note how the Villanueva dam creates Acequia del
Norte and Acequia del Sur at far left, which then flow on either side of the Pecos River. Courtesy of the authors.
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to haul it from where it was cut. They worked for about 4 days,
but it was fixed and we irrigated that summer without any more
problems. 4
By 1950 frustration over the fragility of the brush dams and over
the Pecos River's unpredictability gave rise to innovations aimed at
making the atarque last. In the early 1950s, for example, the river tore
away about ten feet of the atarque from the vulnerable south bank.
Rather than resorting to the usual brush repair, the primer mayordomo
(chief foreman or ditch boss) suggested that the breach be plugged
with "chorizos" (sausages). These mammoth sausages were made one
at a time by spreading a length of heavy woven wire on top of the
dam next to the gap. Rock was then heaped onto the wire and the
wire wrapped over the stones, forming a wire-cased chorizo of rock.
Ten to fifteen owners and their helpers then pushed and heaved, and
forcibly rolled each completed chorizo off the top of the dam and into
the break. Augmented by brush added to the upstream side of the
chorizos, this device successfully stopped the flow of water through
the atarque, and backed up the river enough to feed the acequias again.
Weary of making major repairs to the brush dams, in fall 1956 the
mayordomos proposed using pine logs rather than juniper brush to
reconstruct the atarque. The owners cut an estimated eighteen hundred
ponderosa pine vigas on Glorieta Mesa between the communities of
EI Pueblo and Gonzales Ranch. The vigas were hauled by truck and'
wagon to the atarque at Villanueva, a distance of roughly ten miles
over jarring dirt roads. With the pine vigas the landowners, their family
members, and hired hands built a new atarque following the traditional
layout. After two weeks labor in late October and early November a
sound dam spanned the river again.
The onerous and perennial task of repairing the upper Pecos River
atarques was a common source of complaint in the region. Consequently, the legislative delegation from San Miguel and Guadalupe
counties introduced two identical bills in the New Mexico legislature,
one in the House and one in Senate, early in 1957. The bills called for
appropriating funds to the state engineer to insure more permanent
repairs and specifically included money for rehabilitation of the Villanueva dam. The House version of the bill, HB 178, passed both House
and Senate unanimously, but governor Edwin Mechem killed the bill
by pocket veto.
4. Pedro V. Gallegos, unpublished and untitled reminiscence, 1979, revised and
translated by the authors, 3.
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When the state legislature convened in 1959, however, a dam-aid
measure, revised to specify the source and total amount of the appropriation, was again introduced. The bill passed both chambers unanimously, and Governor John Burroughs signed it into law. The act
appropriated fifty thousand dollars from the New Mexico Irrigation
Works Construction Fund, a federal trust fund, to the state engineer
for work on nine "dams, reservoirs, flumes, and appurtenances" in
San Miguel County, including the Villanueva dam. It also authorized
the state engineer to enter into cooperative agreements .with various
dam associations for work on those irrigation structures.
Almost immediately, questions arose over the new law's constitutionality, specifically whether allocation of monies for work on nongovernmental irrigation projects (such as structures owned by users
associations) was legal. Acting on a request from the state engineer,
Attorney General Frank Zinn ruled that such expenditures were legal.
The attorney general reasoned that the allocation was not from state
funds subject to the constitutional prohibition against making any donation to a private entity, but was federal trust income earmarked for
irrigation purposes and only administered by the state. The attorney
general's action cleared the way for thorough rehabilitation of the diversion dams on the upper Pecos.
At Villanueva the pine log dam was still holding, but the logs
would soften and eventually rot, allowing the river to tear the atarque
apart. So, when material and equipment from the state government
were available, the mayordomos seized the opportunity to make the
atarque permanent and convened a meeting of the landowners of the
community dam association. The primer mayordomo proposed that
an entirely new dam be built out of stone-a dam to last lifetimes. But
not all the landowners agreed. Some of them, including a number of
the most experienced viejitos, foresaw tremendous labor in such a futile
contest with the river. The landowners would waste months. Obviously, a stone dam would take months to build, and the people did
not possess sufficient energy, skill, and endurance to finish such a dam.
To build a dam of stone 130 feet long, 25 feet wide, and 15 feet high
was too big an undertaking. The mayordomos were dreaming.
Months of meetings went by without consensus. Those who held
that a permanent stone dam was a delusion remained steadfast. On
the other side, the mayordomos exhorted and argued, then, despairing
of unanimity, called for a vote. The results favored attempting to build
a stone dam by a margin of three to one. Nevertheless, two summers
and a winter were to intervene between authorization of assistance
from the state engineer and hauling of the first stone. The community
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Map shows the location of Villanueva in northeastern New Mexico with ,the
Pecos River running north to southeast and Interstate 25 crossing generally
east to west as it approaches Santa Fe from Las Vegas. Courtesy of the authors.

A schematic cross-section of the Villanueva dam shows log construction at
left (upstream side) backed by layers of stone face and rubble. Courtesy of
the authors.
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was consumed by the normal routines of farming and ranching, the
protracted dissension over the wisdom of building a stone dam, and
the renewal of an old headache-the vicissitudes of the Pecos River.
In April 1960 the north bank of the Pecos River caved in, breaching
Villanueva's acequia del norte (north ditch) as it had in the past. From
its headgate above the atarque, the acequia and State Highway 3 extended southeastward along a continually narrowing bench between
the river and precipitous mesa slopes until, a third of a mile northwest
of Villanueva, there was barely room for both ditch and road (see map,
p. 360). They perched side-by-side forty feet above the river on its
nearly vertical bank. When the bank began sloughing into the river
the acequia between the road and the water was cut. The ditch association (overlapping membership with the dam association) twice attempted to replace the eaten riverbank beneath the ditch, but to no
avail. Water was no sooner turned back into the acequia than its bottom
would fall away again. Moreover, the cave-in threatened to undermine
the highway.
The primer mayordomo of the ditch appealed to the New Mexico
State Highway Department for em~rgency assistance. His petition was
rejected, but when the mayordomo threatened to move the acequia
onto the roadway-no idle whimsy, since the acequia held legal right
of way-the highway department agreed to help. Under such pressure,
the highway department, together with the state engineer, worked to
move both highway and acequia farther north of the river. Fifteen
hundred cubic yards of rock was bulldozed over the brink of the bank,
where it tumbled to the water's edge, a defense against further undermining. With state-supplied equipment and the labor of the acequia
association the open ditch was replaced with 580 feet of steel pipe
buried beneath the roadway. Completed by the first of May, the repairs
came just in time to allow irrigation of 245 acres of farmland lying
under the acequia del norte.
With the 1960 irrigating season over, amassing some of the stone
for the permanent dam began in October. Families with membership
in the dam association mined rock from diverse sources. Tearing down
ruined buildings and old walls, prying stones out of the river bed, and
breaking slabs and chunks from ledges on the mesas, they loaded the
stone into wagons and trucks and hauled it to the site of the dam.
There, stone by stone, it was unloaded into two growing mounds, one
on each side of the river. Despite weeks of hauling rock it became
obvious there would not be enough, especially of the flat, tabular stone
needed to lay the downstream face of the dam. Locating an outcropping
of exceptionally flat-bedded sandstone, the association asked the state
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engineer to blast it out. Accordingly, a state crew cleared a rough road
to the proposed quarry, a bench overlooking State Highway 3 a quarter
of a mile northwest of Villanueva, then drilled and blasted out two
hundred to three hundred cubic yards of fine white stone. Gallegos
remembers,
To drill for rock we found a very good place. Some of the rock
was so good for what I wanted. Some of them were up to 5 feet
long and 4 feet wide and about 4" thick. 5
Much of the flat stone was skidded down the mesa side to the highway
to be hauled to the dam site. Throughout the valley vehicles moved
stone daily. Gallegos recalled,
For hauling rocks I had horse drawn wagons, new and old pickups
and one-ton trucks. Some carried big loads and some small loads,
but as work went on you could see a line of trucks for about half
a mile. The men were now very happy and showing an interest. 6
The wagons were frequently used in the river itself, horses and wheels
standing in the river while men loaded the beds with river rock.
In November, while the work of accumulating rock went on, crews
from the state engineer's office diverted the river to the north around
the construction site. Then, using heavy equipment, they dredged the
river bottom at the downstream toe of the log and chorizo dam. "We
were lucky," Gallegos said. "We found rock in the bottom, solid rock."7
On December 26, 1960, workers began turning the mass of stone into
monumental masonry. The first stones were set in place that day, which
was cold, with the temperature just above freezing. The rest of the
first ten days of work were equally bitter.
Five men, experienced and skilled in stonework, were designated
as the principal masons. Wrote Gallegos,
I had Nieves Lucero, Rafael R. Salinas, Mr. Andres Ortiz and
Crisostomo Vigil, Carlos Gonzales. These men were very good
putting the rock in their places; for this kind of men I knew what
they could do. So I left them alone while I tended to other jobs.
This made me feel good.
The other men carried rock to the masons, broke it to size, dumped
5. Gallegos, reminiscence, 3.
6. Pedro V. Gallegos, "Story, Construction of the Villanueva Diversion Dam," unpublished, 1962, 2.
7. Gallegos, reminiscence, 3.
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Community workers, including Andres Ortiz and Rafael R. Salinas
(front) and Carlos Gonzales, Nieves Lucero, Pedro V. Gallegos, and
Cruz Saiz, fill the stairsteps of Villanueva dam with stone rubble.

Viewed from the south, the Villanueva dam nears completion in
January 1961. Both photographs·were taken by Father Thomas Zaia
and provided courtesy of the authors.
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rubble behind the carefully laid face wall, and scrounged still more
rock and hauled it to the dam.
Although the river had been diverted and gasoline-powered bilge
pumps worked day and night, water continued to leak through both
the temporary diversion dike and the old dam. During the first bonechilling week, the masons worked in the water and laid the stone by
feel. As Gallegos described the process:
I had to have pumps to pump the water out where we were working. The State loaned us 3 good big pumps. These pumps had to
be pumping water the 24 hours. There were times I worked up to
20 hours to keep thil)gs going.
When we were working it, at times, was very cold. Some men
would hide and build a fire to keep warm. I had to go after them
and put the fire out because one by one they would join the ones
that had the fire. Pretty soon there were only a few working. Some
got very mad because I put their fire out and told me it was very
cold. But I did not care; we had to do the work. When they could
not build more fires the cold made work keep moving.
The plan was to build the dam with five layers of rock, each about
three feet high and encircled with heavy V-mesh woven wire. As Gallegos remembered,
We started laying the wire. I figured the width of the dam would
be about 25 feet, so I put about 50 feet, so as soon as I had about
3 feet high I would turn the wire on top of the rock. We would
mend it with tie wire. And it started to look like we knew what
we were doing.... It took us about a week to build the first layer.
I did not have too much experience, but we started to see a beautiful dam starting to take shape.
The downstream face of each layer was carefully laid in standard rubble
masonry technique without mortar. Then irregular rock was dumped
between this face and the downstream foot of the log dam until that
space was filled level. Each layer of stone spanned the width of the
river, but the depth (dimension parallel to the river's flow) progressively lessened as the dam increased in height, from about twenty-two
feet at the base to about ten feet at the top. Thus, like traditional brush
dams, the downstream face of the new dam stair-stepped backward
(upstream) in giant steps of about three-foot rise and two and onehalf-foot tread. The dam was finished by filling in the stair steps, giving
it a sloping face downstream. Then a thick cement plaster was applied
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to the whole exposed surface of the dam. Gallegos remembers how
the dam went up amid the snow and cold:
Like every work or business I was getting tired. It was very hard.
Some were happy working and others worked by force and got
mad. At times I thought of telling the Committee to look for someone else to finish the job.
And like when we began the work I thought I was doing it
for my personal benefit. I had very good pieces of land and thinking of that we kept on.
As time went on the job was getting harder when the truck
could not go up the dam we were building. I had to make a chain
of about 20 men and pass the stones one by one when we thought
why don't we make a dump of sand on both sides and make a
road for the truck. So we made it and here we go again, fast and
easy.
The construction of the dam every day you could see we were
advancing fast and you could see what we were doing and it was
looking beautiful. I was happy because men that had been giving
me problems were joining us. And you could see in their faces
that they knew what was being done was a good job. And I felt
more at ease and satisfied inside of me. I thought I had to consider
that they were old and tired of building dams all their lives and
they never had seen anything like what we were doing.
Not even myself had ever done anything like this. But like
the old timers say, "The work and the road make a man out of
you."
The engineers, when they came to help me, we had not begun
our work. So more or less they helped me and told me they would
be back in about 15 days. By that time we were already nearly
finishing.
The engineers came back about 15 days after their first trip.
They praised the men for the splendid job they were doing. So
everything went in my favor and made it easier for me. But the
engineers did not know what I had gone through. By now the
men saw the progress we had made and it made them more willing
to work and you could see them happy.
. . . When we were about half way done the engineers told
me that this was the best job done on the Pecos River. They had
other jobs going on. They liked it so much they stood on top of
the dam for near two hours just watching us work and taking
pictures.
The work went on; progress you could see. And as days went
on it started to look very nice. At times the snow tried to hold us,
but rain or shine I was there even at times when it was snowing
and very cold. By now it was not hard for me because the men
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Rafael Salinas prepares more woven wire for holding stones in place
along the face of Villanueva dam in January 1961.

With wire in place, the atarque duradera'is ready for plastering. Both
photographs were taken by Father Thomas Zaia and provided courtesy of the authors.
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knew their jobs. So as soon as they started everybody took his
place....
You could see the horse drawn wagons and the trucks like a
caravan, one after the other. When it was very windy you could
not see the wagons or trucks from all the dust they made. Men
all full of dust but happy, all working and saying nothing.
The higher we got with the dam it looked beautiful and everybody admiring their work. I thought to myself that they were at
times thinking what a job we were doing.
Every owner had to put a man to work for 1 share and then
more or less a share was about five acres.... Some had up to 15
shares, so that means he had to have 15 men working every day....
About the end of January we were almost finishing. We were
filling some big cracks between the rock. We filled them with small
rock. There were two or four men at times just breaking big rock
and putting them in the cracks. This was done so we would not
put so much cement. Then the men that put the rock from the
bottom to the top, put the beautiful rock that you could see from
. far away. It really looked so nice that many people wanted me to
leave it like that. But the wire was on top of the rock and it was
very easy for a big tree to hook the wire and break it. By now we
were covering the steps I made from the start to the top.
We were on top now, so we brought a mixer from the Soil
Conservation. Everybody was cooperating with us on account of
the job we were doing. I had a horse with a scraper. He hauled
sand from on top of the old dam, the best sand you could get. . . .
At times the poor horse got tired and he would stop. I let him rest
a while. I would feed some corn or hay, the men would smoke
and then back to work.
The State helped us with 100 sacks of cement and we bought
300 sacks more. The wire cost then was $50 a roll. We used 50
rolls. When I told the Committee no more money from the State,
we got together and each owner had to put so many sacks of
cement. But everybody was happy and willing to put their part,
so we bought the cement and had somebody bring it for us.
Could have been around the first day of February when we
began putting cement on the dam. It took us about 10 to 12 days
to put the 400 sacks of cement. By now everybody worked harder.
They knew we were almost through with the job. Good thing
. February was so nice with us that it was like summer, so we were
not afraid that the cement would freeze. 8
The weather during the months of raising the dam was fairly
8. Gallegos, reminiscence, 3-6.
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typical for the season at Villanueva. Frigid spells alternated with near
balminess, occasional snow, and high winds. Regardless of the weather,
the work went on. Twenty-five of the fifty-five landowners in the association worked personally on the new dam. Together with family
members and a few hired hands (a total of more than fifty men and
boys), they logged a total of 1,865 man-days of labor on the atarque
between October 1960 and February 1961. 9
Even structurally complete and functional, the dam remained to
be buttressed. Within days of troweling the final plaster the parish
priest, Father Thomas Zaia, officiated at a blessing of the completed
dam and in recognition of the substantial portion of his parishioners
who built it. Nearly a hundred people, men who had labored for the
better part of five months, the wives and mothers who had kept them
going, and other appreciative Villanuevans participated in the ceremony. On a mild Saturday morning in February they knelt in the bright
pre-spring sun atop la atarque duradera while Father Zaia led them in
prayer. Mixed with expressions of supplication and thankfulness was
a large measure of pride; happy faces abounded.
In the years since the atarque at Villanueva was dedicated, the
dam association has spent less than a month in labor on the dam; even
that work was performed in forestalling future damage rather than in
repair. The flow of the river, however, has been imperceptibly, but
ceaselessly, nibbling at the dam. During construction water was never
completely removed from the site, which made it impossible to coat
the dam's entire surface with plaster. Only the surface down to the
persistent water level was covered, leaving the downstream toe of the
dam exposed to the turbulence of water spilling constantly over the
dam's crest. Slowly, the churning water picked away at the meticulously laid stones that were never plaster-coated. Now, at an everaccelerating pace, the water pries out stones, leaving a cavity in which
an adult can stand on the downstream side.
9. As remembered by Pedro V. Gallegos and Isidoro V. Lucero, Jr., those who worked
building the stone dam at Villanueva during 1960 and 1961 were Fidel Baca, Juan Baca,
Luis Bustos, Reginio Encinias, Tobias Flores, Andres J. Gallegos, Catalino Gallegos,
Eutimio Gallegos, Fortunato Gallegos, Gillie Gallegos, Johnny Gallegos, Juan P. Gallegos,
Juan T. Gallegos, Pedro V. Gallegos, Pete Gallegos, Roy Gallegos, Marino Garcia, Carlos
Gonzales, Marcos Griego, Bobby Gutierrez, Pablo Gutierrez, Frank Hem, Ollie Hem,
Isidoro V. Lucero, Jr., Isidoro Lucero III, Juan F. Lucero, Justo Lucero, Leroy Lucero,
Nieves Lucero, Orlando Lucero, Juan Madrid, Eddie Martinez, Andres Ortiz, Gilbert
Ortiz, Luis Ortiz, Sr., Luis Ortiz, Jr., Jose M. Ramirez, Antonio Romero, Juan de la Cruz
Saiz, Armando Salazar, Rafael R. Salinas, Miguel Sena, Faustin Torrez, Crisostomo Vigil,
Angel Villanueva, Donato Villanueva, Florian Villanueva, Manuel Villanueva, and R. N.
Villanueva.
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Although the acreage irrigated with water from the Villanueva
atarque has decreased in recent years from out-migration and the passing of exclusively agricultural generations, there is still and will continue to be a considerable demand for acequia water. The undercutting
.of the dam, however, threatens to dismantle it in the near future, unless
steps are taken to repair the erosion of recent years. What has happened
in other communities of the San Miguel del Bado Land Grant may
foreshadow the course to be taken at Villanueva. In 1985 the Los Lovatos dam was breached. Landowners salvaged derelict cars from the
area, loaded them with rock, and jockeyed them into the gap by pulling
them with heavy cables attached to two tractors, one on either side of
the river. This succeeded in restoring water to their acequia.
Two years earlier, the dam at EI Pueblo failed to back water high
enough to feed the acequia because of seepage through the sandy river
bottom beneath the dam. That association decided to remedy the situation by completely by-passing the dam. They laid pipe twenty-four
inches in diameter approximately two thousand feet upstream from
the acequia headgate. Buried in the river bed with a screened opening
at its upstream end, the pipe gives sufficient head to allow water to
flow through the pipe to the acequia without need of a dam at all.
The Villanueva Community Dam Association remains active enough
to assure that irrigation water will continue flowing. But the manpower
of the past in youth and numbers is no longer available. Whatever
remedy the community ultimately resorts to, it probably will not involve communal physical labor. Commenting on the future, Gallegos
wrote:
I think ... we could not do this kind of work. The men that helped
me with all their muscles and determination are gone-no more
men like them. If we had to do it again, I am sure it can not be
done-no interest and no more men that like to work. 10

10. Gallegos, reminiscence, 4.

Images of New Mexico in the
Norwegian-American Press in the
Early 1880s
MICHAEL L. OLSEN

New Mexico was never a particular haven for the millions of immigrants from Norway who came to the United States in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Only one instance of settlement
by an organized colony of such immigrants is recorded. These misguided folk anticipated farming in an agricultural "promised land" on
the banks of the Rio Grande in central Socorro County in the early
1880s. Their disillusionment was swift and painful.
Information and aid provided by a land agent of the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad prompted these settlers to locate in New
Mexico. They may have learned of the territory and its delights through
articles, which appeared from time to time in a then active and highly'regarded Norwegian-American press. Newspapers in the Norwegian
language, published primarily in the Midwest, frequently featured accounts of the American West, accounts often written by land agents
of the various transcontinental railroads. In certain circumstances, some
of these newspapers also opened their columns to disgruntled readers
who may have acted on the advice and promises of misleading literature.
Michael L. Olsen is professor of history in New Mexico Highlands University at Las
Vegas, New Mexico, and is author of several articles including two in the New Mexico
Historical Review, "But It Won't Milk the Cows: Farmers in Colfax County Debate the
Merits of the Telephone," in January 1986, and "The Failure of an Agricultural Community: Johnson Mesa, New Mexico," which appeared in April 1983.
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Three items pertaining to Norwegian immigrant interest in New
Mexico, all penned in 1881 or 1882, are translated here. The first is a
relatively lengthy letter extolling the people, climate, and economic
prospects of New Mexico. In doing so the writer provided a candid
snapshot of Santa Fe and New Mexico Territory from a unique perspective. The second is an account by a Socorro County colonist. He
details the group's trip from Chicago and describes the railroad camp
of San Pedro, where they actually settled. The third item is a final,
bitter note, by another of the Socorro settlers in the colonizing party.
Not published in the same newspaper as the first two letters, the third
communication summarizes disbanding of the colony. A short commentary on each of the items precedes the translations.
"New Mexico has something for everyone," was the theme of the
correspondent who wrote the following promotional letter. It appeared
in Skandinaven, a leading Norwegian-American newspaper for decades,
in spring 1881. The author signed himself "Norseman." His identity is
unknown, but he probably was a land agent for the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe Railroad. By representing a region in a favorable light, a
railroad agent hoped to lure settlers, in this case fellow countrymen,
who would purchase railroad land. In being assigned to New Mexico,
Norseman was handed a difficult task. l
With the exception of the area around Puget Sound in Washington
State, and a few communities in Texas, Norwegian immigrants rarely
ventured west of the Great Plains. Emigration to America from Norway
began in the early 1820s and for a decade or so was concentrated on
settlement in New York state. After 1840, a majority of these immigrants
sought farmland in the upper Midwest. Norwegians claimed and farmed
township upon township in Wisconsin, Minnesota, northern Iowa, and
later the Dakotas. The discovery of gold in California in 1849 attracted
some native-born Norwegians, from Norway and from prairie states.
Some eventually drifted to British Columbia, Montana, Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico in pursuit of mining. Still, the United States
Census Bureau listed only forty-two individuals of Norwegian ancestry
in New Mexico Territory by 1890. 2
1. Kenneth O. Bjork, West of the Great Divide: Norwegian Migration to the Pacific Coast,
1847-1893 (Northfield, Minnesota: Norwegian-American Historical Association, 1958),
371, 389.
2. The two main works on Norwegian migration are both by Theodore C. Blegen,
Norwegian Migration to America: 1825-1860 (Northfield, Minnesota: Norwegian-American
Historical Association, 1931), and Norwegian Migration to America: The American Transition
(Northfield, Minnesota: Norwegian-American Historical Association, 1940). See also Bjork,
West of the Great Divide, 9, 344, 625.
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The relatively positive description of New Mexico by Norseman
received wide circulation. Published in Chicago, Skandinaven was one
of the oldest and most durable of dozens of Norwegian-American
newspapers that appeared over the years. First published as a weekly
in 1866, Skandinaven became a daily newspaper in 1870. Staunchly Republican in editorial policy, the paper encouraged speedy assimilation
of the immigrant. Its editors championed local public schoo.ling for
immigrant children over private, church-related schools conducted in
the Norwegian language.
The paper also sought to alert its readers to personal and economic
opportunities. Publication of a letter like Norseman's, even if supplied
by railroad interests, fit this policy. Skandinaven's readers were primarily
Midwestern farmers and townspeople, people who would have just
come through another Midwestern winter when Norseman's letter appeared. But Skandinaven also was read by immigrants newly arrived in
Chicago, a major railroad and steamship terminus and central departure point for immigrants headed "inland." Skandinaven's publishers
wisely distributed their paper free to immigrants at railroad stations. 3
Norseman's long summary of New Mexico characteristics is calculated to appeal to all segments of the immigrant community. He
compares New Mexico to Switzerland, northern Italy, and the choicer
portions of NorWay, and acknowledges the predominantly Native
American and Hispanic composition of the population. He then provides a brief summary of regional history. His view is initially complimentary. He finds adobe homes simple but elegant and comfortable,
for instance, but contemporary stereotypes of Indians and Spaniards
also appear.
Arrival of the railroad, portrayed in characteristically nineteenthcentury terms, is seen as redeeming the territory from its backwardness. A combination of the proper elements-railroads, ambitious settlers, and resources-is all that is needed to make New Mexico great.
Norseman even contemplates the Rio Grande as another Nile River
and New Mexico as agriculturally productive as Egypt. Soil, climate,
mineral production, and irrigation possibilities also are examined. He
closes by admitting New Mexico's reputation for lawlessness, but, apparently with female readers in mind, he sees that day passing with
"better" sorts of people, those who build schools and churches, arriving.
3. For information on Skandinaven, see Johannes B. Wist, Norsk-Amerikanernes Festskrift, 1914 (Decorah, Iowa: Symra Company, 1914), 45-56; and Blegen, American Transition, 547-48.
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Visitors' accounts of New Mexico are as old as the reports of Coronado's expedition. Such reports provide a glimpse of conditions at the
time they are written and reflect on the observer as well. Norseman's
view is informative in both respects. 4
Santa Fe, May 15, 1881
Dear Editor:
One of our adopted country's many special characteristics is,
as everyone knows, its remarkably distinctive climate, resources,
productions, etc., which just a few days train travel in almost any
direction from Chicago fully substantiates. Travel north for a few
days and it is like approaching our own country, as there are many
similarities with Helgeland in Norway. Go south, and Florida's
tropical regions are encountered; a few days in a southwesterly
direction and one finds himself among California's vineyards and
orange groves.
About halfway between California and the Missouri River lies
New Mexico, offering an abundance of material to the travelling
correspondent. Whether one comes as an antiquarian, a historian,
as a scientist or businessman, New Mexico has something for
everyone. The climate and soil have many similarities to the inland
regions of Spain, southern Switzerland or northern Italy, which
as is well known, have the most pleasant climates in Europe. The
present population of about 125,000, which witnessed the arrival
of the railroad about a year ago, is comprised almost completely
of Spaniards and Indians and speaks Spanish as the principal
language. In the library of the territorial government, the oldest
library in the United States, numerous Spanish documents can be
found written on linen paper in a clear, legible handwriting, many
of them evidently written in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth centuries.
Santa Fe, which for three hundred years has been New Mexico's capital, is completely unlike the usual small town in the West.
Narrow streets are lined with low flat-roofed houses built of, as it
is called, adobe, a thick mass which when dried in the sun becomes
hard as stone. These streets offer something other than a pleasing
appearance. Even the houses of the rich are so built, but though
they are simple they are elegant and comfortable. Not a few of
the houses are without windows, and the Indians' houses even
lack doors. The reason for this is that in earlier periods the Indians
were constantly in conflict with other tribes and they could, when
necessary, pull ladders from the outer walls and close the trapdoors
4. The letter appeared under the heading, "Paa Reise i Ny Mexico," in Siamdinaven,
June 7, 1881. It was reprinted in another influential Norwegian-American newspaper,
Decorah Posten, August 21, 1889. Editorial changes in punctuation and divisions into
paragraphs have been made to clarify all three items translated here.
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on the flat roof, shutting themselves up. With the aid of loopholes
in the thick outer walls their house was in a certain sense a little
fortress.
The first Spanish, travelling as a group, arrived here in 1540,
enduring frightful fatigue and suffering. The initial Spanish settlement was established forty years later under Espejo. The Spanish conquered the land easily, enslaving the native Indians and
forcing them to work the rich mines of precious and base metals.
The tyrannical Spanish gorged themselves on gold and their licentiousness increased more and more toward the Indians. In their
arrogance they believed them to have been completely subjugated.
In this they were mistaken.
At the end of the Seventeenth Century the Indians attacked
Santa Fe in great numbers, taking the Spanish by surprise. They
burned churches and convents, drove all the Spanish out, and
filled the mines with rubble and sand. In short, they did everything
possible to obliterate all trace of Spanish domination. After a while
the Spanish were permitted to come back and the burned out
churches were rebuilt, but the mines remained closed; that was a
chief condition in the peace settlement. The Spanish were now
reduced to cattle raising and farming, but indolence and stupidity
have been prevalent, particularly among those descended from
the original Spanish emigrants. It seems as if in the last one hundred and fifty years they have not lived but just existed, like bears
in winter, "sucking on their thumbs." The people have, naturally,
their positive side, but hardiness and intelligence are not found
among them. So much for the dark, fatal past.
A new period has dawned over this rich but neglected land.
The quick-paced locomotive, though still considered with a certain
anxiousness by the simple Indian, with the energy which transformed the Northwest's deserted spaces into flourishing homes,
has burst with full impact on this old but new Southwest.
Coming from a civilized background, an observer can quickly
understand what is happening here. Let us by means of the 35th
parallel north in the heart of New Mexico draw a line six or seven
hundred miles to the west where we reach the Pacific Ocean. Two
hundred miles to the east is the border of Texas. Six hundred miles
to the south is Central Mexico. In the course of two years about
one hundred million dollars, almost exclusively all American capital, has been invested in railroad construction within this triangle.
Two miles of track daily is laid toward the north, south, east and
west. In the east it has been the rule that railroads follow settlement, often over a long distance; here the opposite is the case,
and the ambitious capitalists open the way for the arriving immigrants, competing to see who will be first into this great treasury
of nature.
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There is enough iron and coal for a second Pittsburgh, enough
gold and silver to rival that of California and Nevada in their
heyday, and copper enough to provide the whole world with old
Norway's coins. Common copper ore gives seldom less than thirtyfive percent and often far higher than eighty percent copper. The
significance of that is understood when one recalls that the highly
touted Lake Superior copper mines seldom yield more than seven
percent. Spruce and pine grow in the mountains and the lower
regions have indigenous varieties of pine and cedar trees. But the
Southwest's most lasting source of prosperity with time will be its
rich farmland. One can only marvel at the production capability
which lies undeveloped in the hundreds of thousands of acres of
rich land which God's sun shines upon. One can better ask what
cannot be raised here than what can.
The Rio Grande Valley, which will in time become to the Southwest what the Nile Valley is to Egypt, is a region lying about 5,000
feet above sea level, bounded on both sides by mountains which
contain rich minerals. Its width is about four miles and its length
is nearly three hundred miles.
Neither the south of France nor the Rhone Valley can produce
better grapes. Spring wheat generally does well, where the land
reaches 5,000 or 6,000 feet, and often gives fifty bushels per acre.
It is presently worth about double the market price in Chicago.
Corn grows well, though not in as great a variety as in Illinois,
with prices five times that of the market there. Apples, pears,
peaches, figs, strawberries and other varieties of fruit thrive, along
with cabbage, sweet potatoes, tobacco and many other excellent
crops. These things bring more than double the price of what one
can get in the East because the population is increasing so rapidly.
Also, these needs otherwise must be met from California in the
west or Kansas in the east by paying high railroad shipping charges.
Railroad construction here necessarily involves the erection
of many bridges, but with a little foresight and economy it is
possible to develop the available resources. The Rio Grande River
runs through the valley of the same name and can be used for
irrigation along its entire length. In the upper reaches of the valley
there are frequent small tributaries down which a large amount
of water runs every year unused. With very little investment this
water could easily be dammed up and used when needed. Very
few people realize how little water is needed to irrigate one hundred and sixty acres, provided the system is correctly constructed.
Southern California has a dryer climate than the region referred
to here, but this correspondent has witnessed a rivulet of but two
inches as sufficient for the needs of a large farm or field.
At first glance being so dependent on irrigation could be considered a drawback to farming here in the Southwest, but when
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one in the end becomes accustomed to it, it seems preferable to
relying on rain. Systematic irrigation is not of itself any hinderance
to large scale and well planned farming. History demonstrates this
very well. The most heavily populated parts of the Roman Empire,
Greece, 'Egypt, etc., were almost completely supported by costly
irrigation production (food expensively produced by irrigation) as
was also a large part of Palestine, about which we learn that it
flowed with milk and honey. The most fruitful and at the same
time most historic part of the world, the Nile Valley in Egypt,
continues to produce as abundantly as it did in Joseph's time, and,
as is well known, it is dependent on the flooding of the Nile for
its fruitfulness.
In our own country [Norway] we have regions which trust in
part upon flooding by rivers. In the interior valleys of Sogn and
likewise in the upper districts of Gulbrandsdalen there is a proverb
which says, "If God will provide the sunshine we can manage the
rain." And it is an often heard remark at the Christiania grain
market, that barley from Lesja and Lom always brings a higher
price than that from lower regions. Barley from these two townships has a finer husk and is the preferred barley for making malt.
This preference can be ascribed to the sound nutritive matter supplied by the plant in its most recoverable form through irrigation
every spring.
Well, Mr. Editor, I have already gone over my allotted space,
but as I considered my subject it seemed difficult to cut it shorter,
which the patient reader who has followed me to this point un-·
doubtedly might agree. The topic has so many aspects. Persons
with weak lungs and poor health who have experienced the winter
we have just gone through, would gladly know of a milder climate.
For inflammation of the lungs and complaints of the throat one
can hardly find a better climate than here, and for those plagued
with asthma New Mexico is Paradise found. Cattle raisers who are
obliged to.stable their livestock for at least seven months can move
them here and let them fend for themselves most of the year and
then find them in better condition than after expensive winter
feeding. Craftsmen, particularly capable cabinet makers, blacksmiths, and so forth, are in great demand. I can procure places
for a thousand Scandinavian maid servants at nearly double the
wages they get in the East.
What will attract the largest number of settlers, naturally, will
be the rich and abundant mineral deposits of all kinds. This writer
hopes that one or more Scandinavian investors will send out a
dependable agent who will inform himself of the remarkably promising claims here, claims which still can be obtained at a reasonable
price. No one should imagine that he can arrive with just two
weeks' provisions and a shovel and can take out a million or so.
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Ridiculous as it seems, many people think this is possible. No one
ought to come here with just enough to get by, unless he has
friends to help him.
Unquestionably some of the richest mining regions in the
world are located here, but capital, time, and knowledge of the
situation acquired on the spot are imperative conditions for development. Whatever fountain of riches lies hidden in the land
here can be judged only when it is finally developed. I only repeat
the opinion of one of the most capable and dependable of mineralogists when I add that the "Ortis Grant," thirty miles from
Santa Fe, contains in 2,000 acres of gold bearing sands about eighteen million dollars. An expenditure of $200,000 will be necessary
before these deposits can be worked. A Boston company has already invested $400,000 dollars in a similar project.
Your correspondent would insist that agriculture, ranching
and fruit raising are less venturesome and in time will become the
leading economic activities of the Southwest. California was at one
time thought ofas being worthless with the exception of gold and
silver. In recent years wheat production and fruit-raising there are
reckoned at nearly one hundred million dollars, and so it will also
be here in the Southwest.
It would gladden this writer to see a greater number of our
industrious, sober countrymen here. I am convinced that many
could better their circumstances. Let them discount any reports of
lawlessness and crime. Naturally there are here some of those
despicable characters and complete scoundrels who are found in
any new territory, but especially in a region of rich gold mines.
But every day sees fewer of this wretched type, as civilization
steadily gains. Educated men and women from the East come here
every day and settle. Schools and churches are being built. Seek
out these and leave the taverns and gambling houses alone. There
is no danger in that rule. I have travelled considerably in the West
for the last three years, between the Pacific Ocean and the Rocky
Mountains in many directions, partly and unavoidably among the
worst classes, without weapons, but never with any unpleasantness whatsoever.
Respectfully,
Norseman
Norseman's call for emigration to New Mexico was nearly simultaneous with the single recorded settlement of Scandinavians in the
territory. Forty-five emigrants, accompanied by Santa Fe land agent
O. Ellison, located at San Pedro, New Mexico Territory, in July 1881.
A small community on the east bank of the Rio Grande, San Pedro was
about eighty-five miles south of Albuquerque near the Santa Fe railroad
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bridge across the river, completed in 1881. 5 The author of this letter,
M. Aagaard, dispassionately describes the emigrant's journey from
Chicago and the prospects of living in San Pedro, though he evidently
had a relatively optimistic disposition. In his all too brief account of
Norwegians dancing with Hispanic New Mexicans at a Fourth ofJuly
fiesta, he gives us just a glimpse of the pluralistic nature of nineteenthcentury New Mexican society. His letter carries no date, but was written
some time after July 4, 1881. 6
From San Pedro, New Mexico
The following communication is from a private letter which
we have permission to quote:
As you know, our group of Scandivanians left Chicago on a
Tuesday afternoon, the 22nd of last March, bound for what to us
was the promised land of New Mexico. There were 49 of us in all,
34 adults and 15 children, under the guidance of an agent, Mr.
Ellison. The trip went well in all respects, though not so quickly
as we had anticipated.
Mr. Ellison was very diligent, seemingly night and day, contending with sorrow, ill humor, and unreasonableness, especially
from the members of the fairer sex among us. He often assisted
us with financial matters and when necessary used good judgment, without entailing any extra expenses for us. At Wallace, the
end of the line, we all ate at Ellison's expense. 7 Our baggage was
transferred for us. Five teams of horses and four freight men had
already arrived to convey us to our destination where, God be
thanked, we arrived in fine shape though somewhat the worse
for wear.
We were housed here in a newly constructed hotel, where we
have been well received and shown every hospitality. Most of us
are still at the hotel, though two families have gotten. their own
houses, as will all of us eventually. Buildings spring up here overnight. We expected this to be farming country, but it is not. However, the superintendent who is in charge here wants to employ
all of us. He needs laborers. I have not seen the tract of land for
the colony, so I cannot say much about the possibilities for farming.
Mr. Ellison says we shall soon take a tour of it.
5. On the San Pedro colony, see Kenneth O. Bjork, "Early Norwegian Settlement
in the Rockies," Norwegian-American Studies and Records (Northfield, Minnesota: Norwegian-American Historical Association, 1954), 78-79; and Ralph Emerson Twitchell,
Leading Facts of New Mexican History (5 vols., Cedar Rapids, Iowa: Torch Press, 1917), 4:
360.
6. Skandinaven, August 9, 1881.
7. Wallace was located approximately thirty miles northeast of Albuquerque. See
T. M. Pearce, New Mexico Place Names: A Geographical Dictionary (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1965), 177.
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Speaking of colonization, the town here is rather new, too. It
consists of only a hotel, store, office, horse barn for fifty horses,
a large stamping mill and washing arrangement for various kinds
of ores including gold, and several small houses. We board at the
hotel. It costs $5.00 a week for men, $4.00 for women and $1.50
to $2.00 for children. Soon I will move into a new house, where
we will prepare our own meals. Those who work for themselves
now live on $3.00 a week. Everything we need can be bought at
the company store. Also, we can buy produce from local farmers,
and at cheaper prices.
The air and water here are especially good and pleasing. People are seldom sick and there is no risk of catching yellow fever.
It was dry when we arrived, but since then it has rained several
times. A variety of people are employed here, including Americans, Indians, Mexicans and now Scandinavians. All are peaceful
and kind. We celebrated the Fourth of July, in the evening, with
a gun salute, fireworks, and a dance at which a complete orchestra
played. It was truthfully one of the best such celebrations I have
ever attended in America. Our people turned out for the dancing,
distinguishing themselves in particular with the native Mexicans.
We greatly admired their womenfolk, who wore elegant dresses,
many of pure silk. They are all most courteous to us, considerably
unlike the way we are sometimes regarded in Chicago.
We are all active, each as best can be. The daily wage is according to ability, though still higher than in Chicago. I have my
own opinion on the situation here, and can comment on whether
people should emigrate or not. A man can earn a good solid living.
Several of our group talk of returning, but nowhere is perfect. We
can make of the future what we will, if we put our minds to it. If
we do not, we will not get on in the world. In my case, I have
easier work here than in Chicago. I will do even better than I
would have there. Later I will give a more complete account of
the situation here. That way everyone can choose between coming
here or staying there. We have been told that a ticket costs $22.00
per adult, with children at half that amount.
Everyone in my family, God be thanked, is fairly well. No
doubt things could be a bit better, but they will improve, I hope,
once we become acquainted with our circumstances and get to
know this place better.
M. Aagaard
Bitterness pervades a third letter, which leaves out more than it
says. The author, P. Moe, was a member of San Pedro colony. His note
was published in Norden, also a Chicago-based newspaper. Norden was
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opposed ideologically to the editorial policies of Skandinaven, supporting the more traditionalist elements in the Norwegian immigrant community.8 Though details are lacking in Moe's communication, the dismay
and suffering of the colonists can be surmised given the author's laconic
remarks. He refers to a suppressed letter, which no doubt would have
provided a more graphic description of the plight of these people and
their sense of betraya1. 9
New Albuquerque, New Mexico
May 1,1882
Since I was one of those who participated in the emigration
from Chicago to San Pedro, New Mexico, last year, I can report
that the Scandinavian colony in San Pedro is completely disbanded. Only one family now remains-in such troubling circumstances as only that god-forsaken spot can produce. Sickness, death,
and other misfortunes have been the lot of the Scandinavian families this winter.
Newly arrived families, who wish to farm, should be advised
before travelling here that the remaining undeveloped land is fit
only for grazing, and even that is difficult because of the scarcity
of water.
Last winter I wrote a note on the colony's condition and sent
it to Skandinaven, but Mr. O. Ellison, who prevailed on us to locate
here, infonried me that it could not be printed.
With much regard
P. Moe

8. Wist, Norsk-Amerikanernes, 86.
9. Norden, May 17, 1882. New Albuquerque was that section of Albuquerque founded
by the New Mexico Townsite Company, a subsidiary of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe Railroad. Pearce, New Mexico Place Names, 108. .
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Book Reviews

Water in New Mexico: A History of Its Management and Use. By Ira G. Clark.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987. Illustrations, maps, notes,
bibliography, index. $50.00.)
Writing a book is a major undertaking. In the case of Water in New Mexico,
simply reading the book is a major undertaking. Ira Clark's magnum opus offers
nearly eight hundred pages of double-columned text. His chronicle begins
before history and brings us up to yesterday's headlines (or at least through
early 1983). The book's twenty-four chapters are roughly divided into four
epochs: the period prior to the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, the territorial
era, early statehood, and post-World War II.
Many studies claim to be comprehensive; this one really is. Clark's encyclopedic tome, which took twenty-five years to complete, covers all aspects
of the topic in fine detail. He notes in the preface that water problems can
only be understood if viewed comprehensively: "... the essential unity of all
water problems ... militates against their being severed and studied piecemeal" (p. xi). He remains true to this credo by delving into the intricacies of
law and policy regarding surface water, groundwater, water quality, Indian
water, intergovernmental relations, water management, and environmental
considerations. This study is so inclusive, and the time period covered so
expansive, that the reader is exposed to everything from Onate's use of Indian
labor to build a colony at San Gabriel in 1598, to State Engineer Stephen
Reynold's response to Reagan's "new federalism."
This book is not a polemic. Unlike Donald Worster's Rivers of Empire, it
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offers no theory of conspiratorial authority; unlike Time Palmer's Endangered
Rivers, or Marc Reisner's Cadillac Desert, it is not an antidevelopment diatribe;
unlike William Warne's The Bureau of Reclamation, or Rich Johnson's The Central
Arizona Project, it is not a paean to the dam builders. No book is value-neutral,
but Clark discusses each facet of the water issue with a straightforward, evenhanded style.
Clark's approach is atheoretical, non-analytical, descriptive. It relies on
chronology and functional categories for its organizational basis. Each chapter
ends with a short summary rather than a conclusion. The only point where
Clark offers more than a presentation of the facts is in the last two pages of
the book where he lists six "basic elements" that he deems essential to a sound
water policy. His remarks are useful and insightful, and leave the reader wondering why Professor Clark did not offer many more of these insights throughout the book.
Water in New Mexico will be of interest, not just to New Mexicans, but to
anyone concerned with water problems. New Mexico's history is quite unique,
but the state has learned some hard lessons that could be of great value to
water policy makers in other arid states. A good example is the state's early
effort to develop a workable groundwater law. The 1927 groundwater act "was
the first attempt by any western state to establish by statute and in relatively
permanent form the basic principle governing the appropriation of groundwater" (p. 237). This innovative act became a model for groundwater codes in
other western states. An example of a different sort was the Rio Hondo Project,
which "was finally abandoned as a $375,000 failure" (p. 87).
The author does an excellent job of providing a larger context for his
discussion of water problems in New Mexico. Specific events in that state are
usually accompanied by an explanation of relevant water law and policy in
other states and at the federal level. This gives the reader a thorough and
broad-based understanding of water law and policy in general.
Anyone with an abiding interest in water should read Water in New Mexico.
Professor Clark is to be congratulated for producing the first truly comprehensive study of water in a specific locality. He has set an example that we
hope will become a model for future studies of this nature.
Daniel McCool
University of Utah

River of Lost Dreams: Navigation on the Rio Grande. By Pat Kelley. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1986. xi + 149 pp. Illustrations, maps, appendixes,
notes, bibliography, index. $19.95.)
River of Lost Dreams is a brief history of the Rio Grande and transportation
on that stream in the nineteenth century. Construction of Elephant Butte Dam
in southern New Mexico early in this century forever closed the upper Rio
Grande to commercial traffic. The river originates in southern Colorado and
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flows some 1,800 miles before it empties into the Gulf of Mexico. For more
than half that distance, it serves as the border between Mexico and Texas.
Although Spanish exploration of the region began in the sixteenth centurythe "great river" was named in 1598 by Juan de Onate-it never became an
important commercial conduit. The author suggests that once "the Great River
seemed destined to challenge the Mississippi as a highway of commerce and
epic folklore" (p. ix). That overstates its potential dramatically. Nevertheless,
the stream's great length, flourishing communities at both ends of the stream,
the Southwest's limited transportation facilities in the nineteenth century, the
river's proximity to the interior markets of Mexico, and a port near its mouth
(Matamoros) all promised a bright future for the Rio Grande.
This survey contains an abundance of interesting stories and plenty of
"river lore," but historians of transportation and natural resources will be
disappointed. The author never explains why the Rio Grande did not become
commercially useful, though he hints that the stream's international character,
the competition between river trade and railroads, and the impact of diversions
for irrigation on stream-flow played a part. But there were other reasons. We
know, for example, that the Rio Grande's flow was always erratic from year
to year. That alone would have restricted investment in shipping companies
and port facilities. Perhaps even more important, unlike the Mississippiwhich was a magnet to east-west as well as north-south traffic-the Rio Grande
was a barrier to east-west traffic. Much of the river passed through deep canyons, shifted course, or flattened out as it traversed treacherous fields of sand.
Traders and merchants could neither cross it nor easily load and unload goods
at its edge. Its entire commerce had to come by water rather than land, which
substantially limited its usefulness. Then, too, agricultural settlements upstream-for example in Colorado's San Luis Valley-found it much easier to
ship their produce by rail. The river's great length thus became a liability. Add
to this that neither Spain nor Mexico particularly welcomed trade with the
United States and the fate of the river is not hard to understand.
Unfortunately, the author's concern with exploration and discovery often
overshadows navigation. Although Kelley discusses the construction of Elephant Butte Dam, he ignores the great legal struggle between the United States
"and a private irrigation company that the project produced. The struggle went
all the way to the U.5. Supreme Court, as United States v. Rio Grande Dam and
Irrigation Company, 174 U.S. 690 (1899). Justice Josiah Brewer maintained that
Congressional authority over interstate commerce had to be interpreted broadly
to include the non-navigable sections of commercial waterways as well as the
main channel. In effect, such streams and their tributaries were placed off
limits to irrigation without specific authorization from Congress. This important controversy had profound implications for the development of water law
in the twentieth century and for the history of the river itself.
Donald J. Pisani
Texas A&M University
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The State of the Rio Grande/Rio Bravo: A Study of Water Resource Issues along the
Texas/Mexico Border. By David J. Eaton and Michael Andersen. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1987. xxiv + 331 pp. Maps, charts, tables, notes,
bibliography, index. $24.95.)
Known as the Rio Grande north of the border and the Rio Bravo del Norte
south of it, the river dividing Texas from Mexico extends nearly twelve hundred
miles to form part of the international boundary between the United States
and Mexico. The region surrounding the river is home to roughly 2.7 million
people, many of whom rely on irrigated agriculture for their livelihood, and
over 90 percent of the water withdrawn from the river is for that purpose. The
river is of major importance to both the United States and Mexico, and the
governments of both countries as well as regional and local agencies and
institutions have produced a large body of data pertaining to water quantity
and quality along the border. The State of the Rio Grande/Rio Bravo attempts to
bring this data together for the first time in one volume, a part of the PROFMEX
Monograph Series.
David J. Eaton, a professor of public affairs and geography at the University
of Texas, and John M. Andersen, international economist at the International
Trade Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, have organized a huge
mass of water statistics about the Rio Grande/Rio Bravo into a coherent presentation for use in determining policy in both countries, although the authors
claim that they are not attempting to influence the direction of that policy.
Topics covered include surface water availability, water quality, groundwater
availability and quality, population profiles and projections, water consumption, water treatment, waste water practices, water-related health problems,
and water demand forecasting. Extensive use of maps, charts, tables, and
graphs brings the text into clearer focus, while chapter endnotes and a bibliography direct interested readers to government and institutional sources. A
glossary at the end of the book is a welcome addition for lay readers.
The State of the Rio Grande/Rio Bravo is not for leisurely reading; it is highly
detailed and technical in presentation. Yet aside from the authors' stated purpose of presenting data for use in shaping governmental policy, the book
should also be useful to a wide range of scholars as a basic reference work.
Douglas R. Littlefield
Oakland, California

Mapping the North American Plains: Essays in the History of Cartography. Edited
by Frederick C. Luebke, Frances W. Kaye, and Gary E. Moulton. (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1987.239 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, index.
$39.50.)
The grass-covered Great Plains of North America were a discomforting
environment to early northern European settlers who were at home in forested
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regions that provided wood for fuel, building materials, tools, and even commercial products. Settlement and the resultant mapping of the grasslands was
slow and the "Great American Desert," poorly described by Stephen H. Long
as the result of his 1819-1820 expedition to Colorado, was still terra incognita
to the world's map-makers in the early nineteenth century. In an effort to
document the long, difficult, and sometimes heroic mapping of the interior
grasslands, the Center for Great Plains Studies at the University of Nebraska
sponsored a symposium, Mapping the North American Plains, in spring 1983.
This book is an outgrowth of that symposium. The volume's eleven sections
include eight of the twelve original essays presented at the symposium, plus
two additional papers written especially for this publication. There is also a
long (57 pages), partially illustrated catalog of the more than seventy historic
maps of the Great Plains that were assembled for the symposium's map exhibition.
As with any publication of this nature, the individual essays tend to be a
bit uneven and redundant, but throughout, the volume is fascinating reading.
It is filled with real gems of research that tantalize the reader with thoughtful
suggestions for further avenues of investigation. I found myself reading avidly
and at greater depth than reviewers normally do. I was especially pleased to
see a concern for instrumentation used by the explorers, surveyors, and cartographers. This is a topic not frequently dealt with in works on historical
cartography.
The eleven sections of the book can be grouped into seven general categories: 1) exploratory mapping from 1673 to 1860, three sections; 2) Indian
maps, two sections, of extreme value because so little has been done on this
topic; 3) instrumentation, one section; 4) military mapping 1820-1860, one
section; 5) mapping of Kansas and Nebraska by the General Land Office, one
section; 6) mapping of Canada, two sections of great interest because we tend
to ignore the Canadian experiences on the Great Plains; and 7) the catalog of
the exhibition maps. The book has some additional features of value. Each
section has a well-developed list of citations. There is a capsule summary of
the scholarly background of each contributor. The book ends with a fairly
extensive and useful index, a rare addition to books of this nature.
There are two minor points that might lessen the impact of this publication.
First, the original eight symposium ·articles have all been published in Great
Plains Quarterly. Readers of that publication will already have had the opportunity to read the bulk of this work. The second point is that the entire book
and all illustrations are in black and white, printed on bond-type paper. Many
maps drawn in this period made e~tensive use of color, and the addition of a
few color plates would have at least given the reader a feeling for the artistic
strength of the cartography displayed. I suspect the decision not to use color
was an attempt to hold down publication costs, which at $39.50 are a bit high.
These minor caveats aside, the book is a real contribution that will prove
of value to scholars interested in historical cartography and settlement of the
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Great Plains. It will also be of interest to laymen who simply want to know
more about the region in which they live.
Robert K. Holz
Austin, Texas

National Parks: The American Experience. By Alfred Runte. (Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 1987. xxii + 335. Illustrations, map, notes, bibliography,
index. $23.95 cloth, $9.95 paper.)
National Parks: The American Experience is the history of the "idea" of national
parks. Runte develops a thoughtful thesis that Americans used national parks
to fulfill cultural rather than environmental needs. America's monumental
scenery compared favorably with Europe's great cultural achievements and
allowed Americans a distinctive national identity. He traces the evolution of
the idea from the preservation of scenery in the 1870s to the preservation of
whole ecologies in the 1970s.
When Runte's book first appeared in 1979, it was greeted as the first
intellectual and interpretive history of the national park movement. His new
edition adds four chapters that try to address the expansion of the national
park system and its modern management. Three of the four additional chapters
are not as successful as the earlier volume. They do not fit his creative and
interpretive model. Only his chapter on Alaska contributes to the thesis of
monumentalism and worthless lands. By striving to include urban, recreational, and historical areas, Runte dilutes the power of his argument. Moreover,
his lack of the perspective afforded by time exaggerates the impact of Secretary
of the Interior James Watt on the national park system. Time may prove that
Watt's tenure promoted greater environmental consciousness and pumped
more money into the system than any administration.
Regardless, Runte's book remains the best book on national parks. Breaking away from the traditional political history of the National Park Service, he
generates new understanding of the changing perceptions of environmentalism. Few realized that early national parks aimed to preserve scenic vistas
rather than wildlife or wilderness. Thus, the establishment of the Everglades
in 1934 became a landmark-it explicitly preserved the unique flora and fauna
and the essential primitive conditions. Ecological principles melded slowly
with managerial practices during the 1960s. Not until Congress established
the Alaskan parks were ecological systems preserved, and these only so long
as the systems proved worthless for commercial exploitation.
In short, all serious environmental historians should know Runte's book.
Melody Webb
National Park Service
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The Dilemma of Wilderness. By Corry McDonald. (Santa Fe: Sunstone Press,
1987. 115 pp. Illustrations, tables, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $10.95
paper.)
The Dilemma of Wilderness is a loosely organized, unfocused book that primarily reviews the politics of wilderness areas in New Mexico. McDonald
provides a history of political actions by the New Mexico Wilderness Society
that is sufficiently cryptic to make most readers feel completely lost and give
up. Wilderness areas are named and political actions associated with the areas
are described but with no maps or description of the unique biological, geological, or historical features of most of the named areas. A good map and
some descriptions of how these areas differ would have been immensely helpful.
At no time does McDonald really describe the "dilemma." The need for
wilderness in contrast to national parks and monuments, state parks and monuments, U.S. Fish and Wildlife reserves, research natural areas, etc., should
have been addressed directly. There is frequent reference to the "sagebrush
rebellion" with no discussion of the broad implications of that movement. After
finishing this book I felt cheated. Although I am personally familiar with many
of the wilderness areas and much of the politics involved in the designation
and establishment of boundaries, I was frequently lost while reading because
of a lack of essential information. The Dilemma of Wilderness is really a book for
New Mexico Wilderness Society members and then probably completely comprehensible only to those few who have diligently studied New Mexico's wilderness areas and attendant legislation.
Some of the more useful parts of this book are chapters 11 and 12, which
deal in some detail with specific wilderness areas. Even these more comprehensible chapters, however, do not provide a balanced view of the "dilemma."
For example, there is a discussion of the loss of unique geological and anthropological resources if the Bisti Wilderness in the Four Corners area were
not established, but there was no discussion of the long-term economic impacts
or sociological impacts on the expanding Indian population in northwestern
New Mexico.
In summary, I found little on which to recommend this book to anyone
not conversant with wilderness legislation, familiar with the geography of New
Mexico including locations of land grants, etc., and already conversant with
the problems of managing public lands for the public good.
W. G. Whitford
New Mexico State University

Blue Desert. By Charles Bowden. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1986.
175 pp. $16.95.)
A consummate storyteller brings us a seamy account of Sunbelt Arizona
and its desert environs. He has selected subjects with the eye of a reporter
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and interspersed them with tales showing an ecological sensitivity to the shifting scene of the Sunbelt with its many problems. Underlaid by a vein of retreat
and escapism, the author gets into the desert whenever he can, apparently
willing to trade the desert's problems for those in the burgeoning metropolis.
He does not completely succeed in each episode to put those pressures out of
his mind. Bowden succeeds in depicting how the oncoming hordes have not
left their proclivities on their home turfs but have imported them to their new
scenes. His story selection reflects the kinds of violence and aberrations that
sell newspapers. The result might not be an accurate historical cross section,
but the book surely does describe those events that made a heavy impression
on his psyche.
The Foreman chapter is an accurate and faithful description of the man
that I know well. Dave was one of our chairmen of the New Mexico Wilderness
Study Committee during his mellower days. He was still at that stage of his
development in which he had some faith in the legal process of obtaining
Wilderness Enactment. You are invited to understand how much he has deviated from that view as you listen to him rant: "Hooeeee! I'm the bloodiest
son of a wildcat that lives! I'm going to eat you for lunch, you half-human
land raper." Dave Foreman is surely a part of the southwestern scene but
maybe he is like a bolt of lightning on the ecological desert.
Blue Desert is well-named. Perhaps it should deter you from coming to our
Sunbelt. The author does not quite say: "Getting the sun on your hide may
not be worth escaping from your own set of problems back home. Even our
plants and animals are having a hard time reacting to the increased human
pressures you bring with you." The book is surely an experience you should
try.
Corry McDonald
New Mexico Wilderness Study Committee, Albuquerque

Stone House wnds: The San Rnfael Reef. By Joseph M. Bauman, Jr. (Salt Lake
City: University of Utah Press, 1987. xi + 225 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography, index. $19.95 paper.)
The book deals with a beautiful, desolate part of the Utah desert. It is
intended to be both a physical and a human story of the area. The author,
however, never exactly made it clear why he wrote the book or what its purpose
was. This book was not easy to review because it is written in such a tedious
fashion and is very difficult to follow.
The book is divided into seventeen chapters, and includes a bibliography.
The first chapter is an introduction to the region. Bauman vaguely says the
purpose of the book is to make a case for justifying the creation of a national
park or at least something similar to one.
In chapters two through five the author attempts to describe the physical
characteristics of the region. Much of the description is tainted, however, with
personal anecdotes that have little to do with the reef or its physical attributes.
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Chapters six through thirteen deal with the human era. In these units the
author retells the story of the occupation of the reef beginning with native
Americans and concluding with white settlement. He carefully notes the physical presence of each group and how it altered the area. First were the pictographers, who were followed by trailblazers, explorers, outlaws, miners, and
finally by modern recreationists.
The final chapters describe efforts to make this place into a sanctuary of
some sort. The author thoroughly notes the studies of the Bureau of Land
Management and other private groups regarding possible damage to the area
and how the area should or could be preserved. In chapter fifteen the threats
to the reef, dams for salinity control, off-road vehicles, uranium claims, and
petroleum are all examined. In chapter sixteen Bauman states the need to make
the area a national park. The final chapter is a rehash of one of his hikes and
climbs through the reef.
The book has some positive points. It is well illustrated with pictures and
maps. The maps are of use in aiding hikers to move to various canyons in the
reef. The photos adequately depict the natural beauty of the region. More
photos illustrating the destruction of the region by off-road recreationists and
miners could have been included, which would have aided the author's cause.
It is the opinion of this reviewer that this book has little value as an
academic work and further, that it has little value as a description of the San
Rafael Reef. The author could have made a more poignant statement about
making this region a park by describing the area without his personal, irrelevant comments.
Jerry Gerlach
McNeese State University

Storms Above the Desert: Atmospheric Research in New Mexico 1935-1985. By Joe
Chew. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987. xvii + 153 pp.
Illustrations, appendixes, bibliography, index. $22.50 cloth, $11.95 paper.)
In these days of huge facilities and expensive, sophisticated instrumentation devoted to scientific research, it is good to be reminded that dedicated
people can start important work on a shoestring. Joe Chew has traced the
fascinating evolution of thunderstorm research in New Mexico beginning with
surplus World War II gear operated by hard-working, strong personalities. He
has blended excellently glimpses of the people, the problems, the ingenuity,
and the hard effort that led to the development of the Langmuir Laboratory
for Atmospheric Research atop the Magdalena Mountains in west central New
Mexico. The book reads like an adventure story based on superb experimental
science. It is full of excitement and fascinating people.
Unquestionably, the motivating force behind thunderstorm research in
New Mexico was E. J. Workman, physicist, enthusiastic and ingenious experimenter, president of the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology,
and, most significantly perhaps, a first-rate selector of collaborators. Together
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with the distinguished Nobel laureate, Irving Langmuir, Workman assembled
an outstanding group of young investigators, including Brook, Holmes, Moore,
and Wilkening, who staffed the laboratory and the school for almost three
decades. The next generation is already carrying on.
Chew traces the research through evolution of theories of cloud physics
and the formation of atmospheric electricity, rainmaking, balloon-based investigations, aircraft penetration of thunderstorms, radar studies, lightning
experiments, all with a fast, exciting, almost breathless pace. Interspersed with
the science are glimpses of the personalities--a strong-willed, lively group that
worked together in an arena of discovery and excitement. It is easy, pleasant
reading for scientist and non-scientist alike and the reader feels almost a part
of the group as the anecdotes bring the personalities into focus.
Research in atmospheric electricity at the Langmuir Laboratory of the New
Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology is internationally known. Many
papers and presentations have come from the laboratory, much has been accomplished, and much remains to be done. Joe Chew's well-written, wellillustrated, informative book gives the reader an insight into science, scientists,
and how progress is made.
Laurence H. Lattman
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, Socorro

A Beautiful, Cruel Country. By Eva Antonia Wilbur-Cruce. (Tucson: University.
of Arizona Press, 1987. xiv + 318 pp. Illustrations. $19.95.)
The quotes on the dust jacket of this beautifully produced book describe
A Beautiful, Cruel Country as "evocative" and "luminous." That it is. Eva WilburCruce has written both a personal memoir and a lovingly detailed meditation
on ranch life in turn-of-the-century southern Arizona. Daughter of an Anglo
father and a Mexican mother, the author captures the texture of a rural society
rooted in the Sonoran Desert---one in which the presence of the international
border less than twenty miles to the south was a cultural irrelevancy until
racism reared its ugly head in the early 1900s.
The chapters of the book follow the seasons of the year on a ranch along
Arivaca Creek southwest of Tucson. All persons and events are seen from the
perspective of a curious and independent four-year-old girl. There are encounters with Mexican neighbors and Anglo tuberculars. There are descriptions
of raising cattle, breaking horses, and gathering wild desert plant foods. Above
all, there is the constant presence of the parientes-the Tohono O'odham (Papago) Indians who move in and out of the Arivaca Valley like a gentle breeze
from the past. The strands of rural life encompassed them all-Mexican, Anglo,
and Native American-in a web of necessity. No one could survive on that
harshly be,autiful frontier in isolation. The ties among family members and
neighbors were the ties that bound people not only to the land but to life itself.
My favorite chapter, titled "Visitors in the Milpita," concerns the garden
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of the author's grandfather, Francisco Vilducea, which was located on an island
in Arivaca Creek. Wilbur-Cruce writes:
To me it was a magical place. In the spring it was filled with the
tremulous green of newly growing things and the scent of flowering
shrubs and trees. Swarms of beautiful hummingbirds visited the island. There would be a whirring of wings, and then suddenly the
tiny birds, working on the peach blossoms. They hovered over our
heads suspended in the air or going back and forth. They were never
afraid of us.... they would sit on Grandfather's shoulders and look
into his face.
Prose like that is the reason why many people already consider WilburCruce's book a regional classic. Nevertheless, A Beautiful, Cruel Country has
more literary than historical merit. As literature, it is a gracefully written series
of vignettes about life on a changing frontier. As history, it suffers from the
selective memory and cultural biases of its remarkably talented author. Friends,
neighbors, and family members are portrayed with warmth and wit. WilburCruce's treatment of Anglo-Mexican relations is also deft and poignant. She
presents the Indians, on the other hand, as stock characters-childlike, often
foolish creatures who wander to and fro like animals while the ranchers try
to wrest a living from their hard land. Such a portrait must be seen for what
it is: an accurate reflection of Anglo and Mexican stereotypes, not an objective
description of the Indians themselves. Relish the writing and the marvelous
woodcuts by Michael McCurdy that illustrate the book. Take the history with
a grain of salt.
Thomas E. Sheridan
Arizona State Museum

The Law of the Land: Two Hundred Years ofAmerican Farmland Policy. By John Opie.
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1987. xxi + 231 pp. Maps, charts,
notes, index. $25.95.)
This book sets out to prove that the' American tradition of attachment to
land ownership was never the "success story" that its boosters have claimed.
Rather, from the very beginning of the new nation land was treated as a
commodity: congressional laws directing the disposal of the public domain
mostly benefited "speculative private enterprise"; and the much acclaimed
individual family farmer rarely enjoyed the bucolic prosperity promised in
Jeffersonian lore. Indeed, as John Opie indicates in this largely derivative work,
the independent farmer today "is no longer a main actor in food production"
(p. xiii).
But the paradox persists. While its promoters heralded the good life on
the small farmstead, the marketplace continued to be the "only consistent
measure of land value." The author traces that story in twelve short chapters
that focus primarily on the great stretch of territory between the Appalachian
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Range and the Rocky Mountains. And for its part, the federal government was
not a disinterested bystander in disposing of the public domain. It used its
real estate to foster economic development and to expand transportation network&-"trading land for railroads." Congressional and state grants donated
a total of more than 213 million acres to subsidize the extensive rail system in
the American West, making the railroad companies "the greatest private landowners in the nation." Those fiefdoms still persist in the form of giant holdings
in timber and grazing lands, especially in the northern West.
As in other matters, California was different. Because of the huge baronial
estates that encumbered the transfer of the coastal province from Mexico to
the United States, federal land laws had limited effect in the state. Enterprising
speculators learned early on that the future of agriculture in California lay in
the vast distribution of water through irrigation districts. Opie points out that
the "farmers measure in California has always been water"; lacking access to
water, land was virtually worthless.
The author concludes on an ambiguous and confusing note: farming as
cottage industry, "more the creation of public laws and policies since 1785 than
the inherent superiority of the independent property owning farm family" (p.
186), has persisted only through repeated federal bailouts and the distribution
of the social costs of maintaining the system to the rest of society. As a resolution
to the present crisis, the author points to the production successes of the large
industrial units, the very ownerships that have wreaked such environmental
havoc. He also suggests-if we act as caring stewards-that the tremendous
production of the American land base might again be used as an instrument
of foreign policy.
William G. Robbins
Oregon State University

Penitente Self-Government: Brotherhoods and Councils, 1797-1947. By Thomas J.
Steele and Rowena A. Rivera. (Santa Fe: Ancient City Press, 1985. Illustrations,
map, chart, appendixes, notes, index. $29.95 cloth, $12.95 paper.)
Thomas J. Steele, S.J., and Rowena A. Rivera have made a significant
contribution to the study of Penitentes in New Mexico. The focus of their study
is the organizational rules of La Hermandad de Nuestro Padre de Jesus Nazareno.
Although much is known regarding the flagellations and music of Penitentes,
the authors examine the development and organization of various chapters of
Penitente brotherhoods in New Mexico.
Aside from sections on historical interpretation and translated constitutions, the book contains seven useful appendixes. The first is a list of geographic
locations of moradas and chapters. The second is a copy of a Penitente liturgical
calendar. A third appendix, titled "The Initiation of a Novice," explains the
ritual of passage for admission into the Brotherhood of Nuestro Padre de Jesus
Nazareno. The next three appendixes include prayers, symbology of the Cross,
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form and matter of quasi-sacraments and Tinieblas symbolism. The last appendix is an explanation of El Sudario, a prayer for the repose of the souls of the
deceased.
The interpretive section of the three-part book is a well-written history
which makes use of various Penitente constitutions that demonstrate relationships between moradas. Emphasis is also placed on previous works about
Penitente brotherhoods. The comparative approach features the politics of
inter-morada dealings, but more importantly, the traditions of the brotherhoods through periods of change. Continuity is the criteria by which Penitente
success is measured.
The authors trace three historical trends in Penitente history. The first is
the historical development of the New Mexico Penitentes outside of the Catholic Church. The second is change and continuity within the constitutions of
the several chapters of la Hermandad. The third is the movement to gain official
church recognition in the twentieth century. Accordingly, a historical metaphor
can be perceived in the ritual interrogatory of the Penitente initiation ritual,
which states: "Who knocks at the doors of this morada?" The response: "They
are not the doors of the morada, only the doors of your conscience."
This well-researched volume is highly recommended to serious students
of southwestern history and culture.
Joseph~ Sanchez
Spanish Colonial Research Center

Martha Maxwell: Rocky Mountain Naturalist. By Maxine Benson. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1986. xix + 335 pp. Illustrations, appendixes, notes,
bibliography, index. $22.95.)
"My life is one of physical work, an effort to prove the words spoken by
more gifted women" (p. 118).
Martha Dartt Maxwell, as her self-description reveals, packed a lot of work
into her forty-nine years of life. Recognized as a pioneer in the techniques of
artistic taxidermy, which was characterized by posed specimens in natural
settings, Maxwell was acclaimed at the 1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exposition. But her life, as revealed in this carefully researched biography, involved
a great deal more than stuffed animals. Born in 1831, Martha attended two
Midwestern coeducational colleges, married a widower with six children,
smashed bottles in Wisconsin temperance raids, had a daughter of her own,
operated a boardinghouse in the Colorado mine fields, purchased a ranch with
the money she earned, speculated in mining claims, entered a health sanitarium, joined the Vineland, a New Jersey communitarian colony, collected and
mounted Colorado mammals, opened museums of her work, collaborated with
Smithsonian naturalists, tirelessly promoted and exhibited her collections on
the East coast, ran a restaurant, studied at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and dreamed of much more.
This biography, the first volume of the Women in the West series published
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by the University of Nebraska Press, deservedly rescues Maxwell from obscurity but also adds to our picture of gender roles in the nineteenth-century West.
In her straightforward account, Benson pieces together Maxwell's life by relying
heavily on three primary sources-a collection of family letters, a memoir by
her daughter, and a biography by her half-sister-supplemented by contextual
references. The general reader will learn much along the way about nineteenthcentury women's roles, coeducation, reform, and naturalists. The two appendixes on Maxwell's collections, photographs, complete footnotes, bibliography,
and index add significantly to the volume.
While Maxwell's scientific achievements and remarkable accomplishments
are noted, Benson is particularly interested in chronicling the personal costs
of these activities, especially the strain Maxwell's frequent absences had on
her relationships with her husband James and her daughter, Mabel. Maxwell
emerges in this account as an ambitious woman who prized her independence
and an amateur scientist who was contrained by financial concerns and, to
some extent, by her gender. Less clear from the tantalizing details, that is,
from the physical work of Maxwell's life, are both the reasons behind her
desire "to accomplish good and achieve honor" and the sources of her frequent
emotional turbulence. Her story, which "proves the words" of nineteenthcentury feminists, nonetheless, deserves a wide audience.
Katherine G. Morrissey
Williams College

The Church and Clergy in Sixteenth-Century Mexico. By John Frederick Schwaller.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987. xvi + 263 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $27.50.)
Numerous studies have detailed the role of the mendicant orders, especially the Franciscans, in the establishment of Christianity in sixteenth-century
Mexico. The present volume proposes to examine what the author calls the
"forgotten clergy" in this episode, the parish priests. To this end John F. Schwaller
has assembled mini-biographies of nearly a thousand parish or secular clergy,
a substantial fraction, in his judgment, of those who served in Mexico up to
1600. The data, drawn primarily from Mexican and Spanish archival collections,
is used to determine more precisely the ethnic and social background of the
parish clergy in early colonial Mexico, as well as the type of careers open to
them.
The evidence indicates that the secular clergy of the day ranged across the
social spectrum. While the vast majority were of full Spanish descent, the
Mexican-born or creole priests among them managed by the end of the period
to achieve a dominant position in the Mexican church. Conversely, only a
handful of mestizo clergy had appeared by 1600. Cruci~l to the advance of the
creole secular clergy were the Ordinances of Patronage of 1574. These royalsponsored edicts were designed to give the crown more direct control of the
Mexican church. The document decreed that the mendicant orders were to
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relinquish to seculars all parish benefices held by friars. In addition, a principal
article affirmed that secular priests working among the Indians should have a
command of the native language. This gave a clear edge in preferential appointment to clergy of creole upbringing.
What emerges from this study is a picture of expanding career opportunities for the individual secular priest. Advancement depended directly on
education, personal initiative, social and political connections and land of birth.
This is a valuable guide not only through the thicket of clerical offices and
ecclesiastical hierarchies but also through the interlocking royal and ecclesiastical bureaucracies. The author's heavily detailed prosopographical approach
does not lend itself, however, to an even narrative flow. Consequently, the
book will probably prove most useful as a work of reference. A full bibliography
enhances its value in this respect.
Donald Sullivan
University of New Mexico

The Pueblo de Socorro Grant. By Katherine H. White. (EI Paso: The Katherine
Hope Huffman White Memorial Trust, 1986. xx + 166 pp. Illustrations, maps,
tables, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $16.50.)
Located just south of El Paso, the Pueblo de Socorro lays claim to being
one of the two' oldest land grant communities in Texas. Although no original
document remains, the Pueblo de Socorro (named for its counterpart in New
Mexico) probably received its grant sometime in the 1690s. Established as a
mission, this small community has survived changes of sovereignty as well as
the capricious wanderings of the Rio Grande. In clear and readable narrative
style, Katherine H. White tells the fascinating history of the grant.
The author, who met an untimely death in 1972, generally has focused
upon the technical and legal aspects of the grant community-its founding
under Spanish rule, its recognition by the state of Texas, and the ongoing
struggle to maintain its political autonomy. Thorough research in county and
state repositories and effective use of personal interviews demonstrate White's
competence as an investigator. She is at her best when discussing the periods
of Texan and American sovereignty. Some aspects of the grant history will be
familiar to New Mexicanists-fraudulent claims and opportunistic lawyers seem
to have been common phenomena.
Written as a master's thesis in 1961, but not published until 1986, the work
suffers somewhat from the twenty-five-year lag. Recent scholarship has
superseded many of the secondary sources upon which White relied for her
treatment of the Spanish period. (An erroneous map of the political jurisdictions of New Spain appears to be an unfortunate later addition.) Perhaps, too,
more would be said today of those who lived within the grant boundaries.
How, for example, did the Indian Pueblo of the colonial period become a
community of people "of Spanish descent" (p. 102)? An alert reader, however,
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can spot valuable information regarding land use and political organization
among the Hispanic occupants of the late nineteenth century.
Despite these drawbacks, Pueblo de Socorro Grant should find a place in
any good southwestern library. The book is not only a fitting memorial to an
active and inquisitive individual, it contributes significantly to the history of
land tenure in the El Paso region.
Charles Cutter
Purdue University

Las Carneradas: Sheep Trade in New Mexico 1700-1860. By John O. Baxter. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987. x + 198 pp. Illustrations,
maps, notes, bibliography, index. $22.50 cloth, $10.95 paper.)
Although the sheep industry has a long, colorful, and significant history,
only a few historians have written about it. This oversight is particularly striking in New Mexico where sheep ranching was a fundamental part of the frontier
economy from the beginning of the Spanish era. Las Carneradas is a wellresearched account of this neglected subject in New Mexican and western
history.
This book traces the development of New Mexican sheep ranching under
Spain, Mexico, and the United States. Raising sheep and getting them to market
was a risky business, but profits could be substantial, and the fortunes of many
of colonial New Mexico's leading families came from this source. The rugged
little churro sheep that Spaniards brought to the frontier were particularly
well-suited to New Mexico's rugged terrain and arid environment. Apaches,
Navajos, and other Indians periodically raided Hispano and Pueblo flocks, but
sheep proliferated in the isolated colony. In the eighteenth century the partido
system became an important economic institution in New Mexico. Imported
from Mexico, partido functioned as a kind of primitive banking system that
allowed entrepreneurs to loan capital at interest in a money-scarce economy
and to attract shepherds to tend flocks for livestock owners. It worked like
this: An owner turned over a flock of sheep to a partidario, who agreed to tend
it for a stated period. At the end of the contract, the partidario returned the
initial number of sheep to the owner plus some additional animals (usually
twenty percent of the original flock) and kept the balance of the lambs for
himself. If all went well the partidario acquired his own foundation flock. If
weather, disease, or Indians conspired against him, the partidario amassed a
burden of debt that assured him a life as a peon working for a rico.
Finding markets for New Mexican sheep required business acumen and
nerve. During the colonial era Chihuahua and Durango were the usual shipping points for northern sheep. Trails into the Mexican interior were long,
difficult, and dangerous, and the vagaries of the Spanish frontier economy
complicated matters. Nevertheless, competent sheepmen prospered. The advent of the Santa Fe Trail and liberalized Mexican economic policies opened a
new market for sheep and fleece, but the California gold rush proved to be
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the most remarkable opportunity to make profits from the flocks of the Rio
Grande. Traveling via the Gila River, or circling far north into Utah and Colorado, New Mexican shepherds endured great personal and financial risks to
speculate in California's booming gold-inflated economy. A few made large
profits; others failed. The end of the gold rush marked the beginning of the
end for long sheep drives. By 1860 New Mexican sheep populated California's
ranges, and an economic downturn had reduced prices. As railroads pushed
into the Southwest and demand for wool became more important than the
market for mutton, the economic rationale for the drives evaporated.
The New Mexican range sheep industry and the long drives had endured
for centuries, helping to establish the region's agricultural economy and tying
New Mexico to national and international trading networks. Sheep ranching
had also sustained an elite class of New Mexicans whose skill, hard work, and
luck enabled them to master a difficult business in a harsh land. This is the
legacy that Baxter has chronicled so well.
Albert L. Hurtado
Arizona State University

Alabama and the Borderlands: From Prehistory to Statehood. Edited by R. Reid
Badger and Lawrence A. Clayton. (University: University of Alabama Press,
1985. x + 250 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliogrpahy, index. $27.50.)
Even if scholars of the colonial period in the Southeast and the Southwest
agree to discard Herbert E. Bolton's misleading catchall "the Bbrderlands" with
a capital B-a frequent enough suggestion, reiterated in this volume by Wilcomb E. Washburn-those of us who study any part of the Spanish empire
can surely profit from an exchange of data and ideas. Hence, this tardy review.
A gathering of papers presented in 1981 at a symposium commemorating
the 150th anniversary of the University of Alabama, the book is divided into
sections titled "The Prehistoric Background," "The Age of Exploration," and
"Colonization and Conflict." Historical topics range from "The Hernando de
Soto Expedition: From Chiaha to Mabila," a:revised, tentative reconstruction
of part of the expedition's route by archaeologists Chester B. DePratter, Charles
M. Hudson, and Marvin T. Smith, to "The Siege of Mobile, 1780, in Maps,"
by historians William S. and Hazel P. Coker, a graphic blow-by-blow of Bernardo de Galvez's capture of British Fort Charlotte.
Readers familiar with the Southwest will find in each of the eleven essays
suggestive comparisons and contrasts, not often drawn by the authors, who
seem, in most cases, as ill-informed about our region as we are about theirs.
Despite marked differences in environment, thought-provoking parallels
exist between the Mississippian or "temple mound" societies that evolved on
the river-valley flood plains of the Eastern woodlands and the Pueblo societies
of the arid Southwest. The mysterious protohistoric "waning of momentum"
in the Southeast (p. 39), characterized by organizational simplification and
population decline; the shock caused by the "predatory but vague" Soto (p.
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92); and the cultural disruption that followed all have southwestern counterparts. (Interestingly, the editors chose the Spanish form Soto over the longestablished regional variant De Soto.)
In his gem, "Continuity in the Age of Conquest: The Establishment of
Spanish Sovereignty in the Sixteenth Century," Eugene Lyon analyzes the
enterprise of Pedro Menendez de Aviles, who enjoyed "the unusually long
and close patronage of his king" (p. 160). That the royal patronage accorded
Juan de Onate, one of the last of the "quasi-private-conquest entrepreneurs"
(p. 155), was late, distant, and of short duration explains, at least in part, why
his New Mexico proprietorship failed so thoroughly.
Michael C. Scardaville concludes the collection with his optimistic "Approaches to the Study of the Southeastern Borderlands," offering suggestions
wholly applicable to the study of the Southwest as well. None of the authors,
in fact, seems to have embraced Washburn's alternative to the term Borderlands---"the Gulf South" (p. 153). South of what? Why, south of Harvard College, my good man.
John L. Kessell
University of New Mexico

Book Notes

The New West of Edward Abbey. By Ann Ronald. (Reno: University of
Nevada Press, 1988. xvi + 255 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $8.95
paper.) Reprint of the 1982 edition published by University of New
Mexico Press.
Westward in Eden: The Public Lands and the Conservation Movement. By
William K. Wyant. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1982. xiii
+ 536 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $10.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1982 edition.
The Rural Vision: France and America in the Late Nineteenth Century. Edited
by Hollister Sturges. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska PresslJoslyn Art
Museum, 1987.94 pp. Illustrations, notes, index. $16.95 paper.) Proceedings of a symposium held at Joslyn Art Museum in November
1982.
.
O. C. Seltzer: Painter of the Old West. By Mildred D. Ladner. (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1988. xiv + 224 pp. Illustrations, notes,
bibliography, index. $24.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1979 edition.

Wild Life on the Rockies. By Enos A. Mills. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988. liv + 271 pp. Illustrations, notes, index. $27.95
doth, $8.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1909 Houghton Mifflin edition with
introduction by James H. Pickering.
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Ten Thousand Miles with a Dog Sled: A Narrative of Winter Travel in Interior
Alaska. By Hudson Stuck. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988.
xxix + 420 pp. Illustrations, map, index. $32.50 cloth, $11.95 paper.)
Bison reprint of the 1914 Charles Scribner's edition.
A White Bird Flying. By Bess Streeter Aldrich. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1988.222 pp. $7.50 paper.) Bison reprint of the 1931
D. Appleton edition.
The Ozarks Outdoors: A Guide for Fishermen, Hunters, and Tourists. By
Milton D. Rafferty. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1988. x
+ 389 pp. Illustrations, tables, charts, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $14.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1985 edition.
The·Land of the Cliff Dwellers. By Frederick Chapin. (Tucson: University
of Arizona Press, 1988. xxiv + 188 pp. Map, notes, index. $9.95 paper.)
Reprint of the 1892 edition by the Appalachian Mountain Club of Boston.
Archeological Surveys of Chaco Canyon, New Mexico. By Alden C. Hayes,
David M. Brugge, and W. James Judge. (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1988. xii + 154 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts,
tables, appendixes, bibliography, index. $14.95 paper.) Reprint of the
1981 National Park Service edition.
Canyon Maker: A Geological History of the Colorado River. By Ivo Lucchitta.
(Flagstaff: Museum of Northern Arizona Press, 1988. 32 pp. Illustrations, map. $5.00 paper.) Volume 59, No.2 of Plateau, a quarterly series.
Jumano and Patarabueye: Relations at la Junta de los Rios. By J. Charles
Kelley. (Ann Arbor: Museum of Anthropology, University of Michigan,
1986. xvii + 180 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography. $10.00 paper.) Study of west Texas-eastern New Mexico people first written in 1947.
Report Made in the Royal Council of the Indies: On the Pacification and
Population of the Provinces of the Manche and Lacandon, which Don Diego
de Vera Ordonez de Villaquiran, Calvalier of the Order of Calatrava, etc.,
Wishes to Undertake. By Antonio de Leon Pinelo. Edited by Doris Zemurray Stone and Frank E. Comparato. (Culver City, California: Labyrinthos, 1986. viii + 22 pp. Map, notes, bibliography, index. $8.00
paper.) Reprint of the 1984 edition.
Yucatan's Gilded Age: Haciendas, Henequen, and International Harvester 18601915. By Allen Wells. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
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1985. xiii + 239 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $27.00.) Economic analysis of southern Mexico in the late
nineteenth--early twentieth centuries.

Latinos in the United States: The Sacred and the Political. By David T. Abalos.
(Notre Dame: Notre Dame Press, 1988. xviii + 204 pp. Charts, notes,
index. $21.95 cloth, $9.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1986 edition.
A Dictionary of Mexican American Proverbs. Compiled by Mark Glazer.
(Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1987. xxii + 347 pp. Appendixes,
index. $39.95.) Reference work on Hispanic language and folklore.
Dancing Gods: Indian Ceremonials of New Mexico and Arizona. By Erna
Fergusson. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988. xxviii
+ 286 pp. Illustrations, index. $12.95 paper.) Fourth paperback printing of the 1931 edition.
Dine baham!: The Navajo Creation Story. By Paul G. Zolbrod. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988. xi + 431 pp. Notes, bibliography. $14.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1984 edition.
Black Elk Speaks: Being the Life Story of a Holy Man of the Oglala Sioux. By
John G. Neihardt. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988. xix +
298 pp. Illustrations, appendixes. $7.95 paper.) Bison reprint of the
1931 edition, with an introduction by Vine Deloria, Jr.
Indian Tales and Others. By John G. Neihardt. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1988. 306 pp. $25.95 cloth, $8.95 paper.) Bison reprint
of the 1907 edition.
The Roots of Dependency: Subsistence, Environment, and Social Change among
the Choctaws, Pawnees, and Navajos. By Richard White. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988. xix + 433 pp. Maps, tables, notes,
bibliography, index. $30.00 doth, $9.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1983
edition.
With the Nez Perces: Alice Fletcher in the Field, 1889-92. By E. Jane Gay.
Edited by Frederick E. Hoxie and Joan T. Mark. (Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 1987. xxxvii + 188 pp. Illustrations, map, notes,
index. $7.95 paper.) Bison reprint of the 1981 edition.
Indian Running: Native American History & Tradition. By Peter Nabokov.
(Santa Fe: Ancient City Press, 1987. 208 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes,
index. $10.95 paper.) Second printing of the 1981 edition.
The Shaman: Patterns of Religious Healing Among the Ojibway Indians. By
John A. Grim. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1988. xiv +
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258 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $8.95 paper.)
Second printing of the 1983 edition.

The World of the Crow Indians: As Driftwood Lodges. By Rodney Frey.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1987. xxiii + 193 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95.) Anthropological
study of folk culture of the Crow people of Montana.
Indian Legends from the Northern Rockies. By Ella E. Clark. (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1988. xviii + 350 pp. Illustration, map,
notes, bibliography, index. $9.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1966 edition.
Custer Died For Your Sins: An Indian Manifesto. By Vine Deloria, Jr. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1988. xiii + 278 pp. Index. $8.95
paper.) Reprint of the 1969 edition.
The Story of the Little Big Horn: Custer's Last Fight. By Colonel W. A.
Graham. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988. xxxvii + 222
pp. Illustrations, maps, appendixes, notes. $26.95 cloth, $8.95 paper.)
Bison reprint of the 1926 Century edition.
Campaigning With Custer and the Nineteenth Kansas Volunteer Cavalry on
the Washita Campaign, 1868-'69. By David L. Spotts. Edited by E. A.
Brininstool. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988. 215 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables. $19.95 cloth, $6.95 paper.) Bison reprint of
the 1928 Wetzel edition.
Glory-Hunter: A Life of General Custer. By Frederic F. Van de Water.
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988. 394 pp. illustrations, maps,
notes, bibliography, index. $10.95 paper.) Bison reprint of the 1934
edition, with an introduction by Paul Andrew Hutton.
With Crook at the Rosebud. By J. W. Vaughn. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1988. 245 pp. Illustrations, map, appendixes, notes,
bibliography, index. $8.95 paper.) Bison reprint of the 1956 edition.
California Joe: Noted Scout and Indian Fighter. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988. 396 pp. illustration, notes, appendixes, index. $28.95
cloth, $9.95 paper.) Bison reprint of the 1935 Caxton edition.
Fur Trade and Exploration: Opening the Far Northwest 1821-1852. By Theodore J. Karamanski. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1988.
Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. xxii + 330 pp. $10.95
paper.) Reprint of the 1983 edition.
Buckskin Joe: A Memoir by Edward Jonathan Hoyt. Edited by Glenn Shirley.
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988. xii + 194 pp.Illustrations,
index. $6.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1966 edition.
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A Mountain Boyhood. By Joe Mills. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1988. Ii + 311 pp. Illustrations, map, notes. $27.95 cloth, $9.95
paper.) Bison reprint of the 1926 Sears edition.
Fifteen Thousand Miles by Stage, Volume 1: 1877-1880. By Carrie Adell
Strahorn. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988. xxvii + 373 pp.
illustrations. $28.95 cloth, $9.95 paper.) Bison reprint of the 1911 Charles
Scribner's edition.
Fifteen Thousand Miles by Stage, Volume 2: 1880-1898. By Carrie Adell
Strahorn. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988. xxiv + 301 pp.
Illustrations. $26.95 cloth, $8.95 paper.) Bison reprint of the 1911 Charles
Scribner's edition.
Tim McCoy Remembers the West: An Autobiography. By Tim McCoy and
Ronald McCoy. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988. xxii +
274 pp. Illustrations, notes, index. $26.95 cloth, $8.95 paper.) Bison
reprint of the 1977 edition.
Historical Atlas of the Outlaw West. By Richard Patterson. (Boulder, Colo.:
Johnson Books, 1985. vi + 232 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography,
index. $14.95 paper.) Second printing of the 1956 Rand McNally edition.
The American West in Film: Critical Approaches to the Western. By Jon Tuska.
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988. xix + 303 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $10.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1985
Greenwood Press edition.
Westward the Women: An Anthology of Western Stories by Women. Edited
by Vicki Piekarski. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1988. 179 pp. $10.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1984 Doubleday edition.

BOUKGMONT
Explorer of the Missouri,

1698-1725
By Frank Norall
"A valuable contribution to the literature of
French exploration in the trans-Mississippi
West and the most comprehensive biography of Bourgmont that has been written."Mildred Mott Wedel, National Museum of
Natural History, Smithsonian Institution.
Etienne de Veniard, sieur de Bourgmontsoldier. coureur de bois. gentleman-came to
the lower Missouri River country around
1712 as a military deserter and outlaw and
left it ten years later as a candidate for the
French nobility. Bourgmont lived for years
at a time with the Indians. becoming a
power arid a legend among the tribes of the
lower and middle Missouri and its tributaries, and the first known white man to
explore this vast region and systematically
record his observations. This colorful and
. extraordinary biography includes the first
accurate and complete English translation
of the three key documents stemming from
Bourgmont's explorations.
November. 202 pages, introduction. notes,
bibliography, 3 appendixes. 2 maps. 10 b&w
illustrations. $18.95

NEBRASKA
University of Nebraska Press' 901 N 17 . Uncoln 68588·0520

News Notes

The New Mexico Water Resources Research Institute at New Mexico State University has completed and published A History of New
Mexico State University's Well Development and Ground Water Use (1988).
The well history is not just a record of wells, but also a history of how
the university has coped with its water problems over the past century.
The institute, which plays an administrative coordinating role in New
Mexico water research, also has available two earlier reports: A Guide
to Water Records of New Mexico, 1897-1983 (1986); and A Guide to the
Elephant Butte Irrigation District Records (1985). For more information,
contact Linda G. Harris at the Institute, Box 3167, Las Cruces, New
Mexico 88003-3167.
The campus of New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology
at Socorro will be the site of the 1989 conference for the Historical
Society of New Mexico April 13-15. Presentations on railroads, Native
Americans, the Spanish and Mexican periods, higher education, and
local history are encouraged. Most sessions and the book exhibit will
be located at Macey Center on campus. For more information, contact
Spencer Wilson, Humanities Department, New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology, Socorro, New Mexico 87801 or call (505) 8355445.

The state historical society also reports negotiations with Orlando
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Gallego~; retired U.S. Army brigadier general, for acquisition of the
Santa Rosa home of the Casaus family, Gallegos' grandparents. Gallegos has expressed interest in donating the home, furnishings, and
papers of the family, whose heritage in New Mexico dates from the
early nineteenth century. The home would become a museum operated
by the historical society.

The Society for Applied Anthropology will hold its 1989 meeting
at the Santa Fe Hilton April 5-9. The meeting will be held jointly with
the American Ethnological Society, and its theme will be "Collaboration
in Research and Practice" to emphasize cooperation between researchers and host groups and communities. For more information, contact
Donald D. Stull, program chair, Institute for Public Policy and Business
Research, 607 Blake Hall, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66045.
Also meeting in April next year will be the American Association
for the History of Medicine, whose annual conference will be in Birmingham, Alabama, April 27-30. For additional information, contact
Bill Weaver, Box 700, University of Alabama, Birmingham, Alabama
35294.
After five years as director of instruction in the University of New
Mexico-Valencia campus, Richard Melzer, a frequent contributor to the
New Mexico Historical Review, has been appointed full-time instructor
with the history and social science faculty at the Valencia campus.
Melzer's appointment was effective this past summer.
A new Southwest Center has been established in the University
of Arizona. Its founding represents a collaboration among the university's social and behavioral sciences, humanities, fine arts, college of
law, business and public administration, agriculture, and library faculties to focus research, publication, graduate work, and public outreach on the Southwest. Directing the center is history professor Michael
C. Meyer. The center sponsors publication of the scholarly quarterly,
Journal of the Southwest, formerly Arizona and the West. Joseph Wilder,
editor of the journal, intends to limit the magazine's coverage to the
American Southwest and northwest Mexico while broadening its thematic emphasis to include social history, folklore, anthropology, and
natural sciences.
The School of American Research in Santa Fe has received a $25,000
grant from the Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation to support the
first year of a two-year archaeological investigation of how contact with
Spaniards in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries changed Pueblo
Indian society. Titled "Warfare, Disease, and Colonial Contact with the
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Pueblos of New Mexico," the project will study twelve abandoned
Pueblo sites between Taos and Isleta to the north and south, and Jemez
and Pecos to the west and east.
The Western New Mexico University Museum in Silver City is
seeking five or six senior citizen volunteers to help with tours, collections, and office work. The museum recently became a Retired Senior
Volunteer Program (RSVP) work station, and museum volunteers from
area communities who join RSVP will be eligible for mileage stipends.
The museum also has announced recent acquisitions of two Navajo
rugs, valued at $4,600 and donated by Dr. and Mrs. William Webb of
Sanibel, Florida, and a number of Eskimo baskets from the estate of
Byron and Attie Miller. Miller worked for the U.S. Biological Survey
in Alaska from 1925 to 1931.
The Amon Carter Museum in Fort Worth, Texas, has announced
acquisition of an album of forty-seven watercolors by Heinrich Balduin
Mollhausen, a nineteenth-century Prussian adventurer, writer,novelist, and naturalist. Acting on the advice of German explorer and
geographer Alexander von Humboldt, Mollhausen accompanied a U.S.
government expedition through the Southwest to survey a southern
route for a transcontinental railroad in 1853. Previously believed lost
or destroyed, the watercolors were acquired from a private dealer.
Details of the purchase were not disclosed, but an exhibition is planned
for spring 1992.
The museum also announced two recent appointments: Barbara
McCandless as assistant curator of photographs; and Melinda Mayer
as education coordinator. McCandless will coordinate use of the museum's quarter million prints and negatives, while Mayer will oversee
the work of fifty docents, provide teacher training in American art, and
supervise production of educational guides for use in museum galleries.
Two Santa Fe artists received awards for their work during the
National Academy of Western Art's sixteenth annual exhibition held
at the National Cowboy Hall of Fame in Oklahoma City last June. Tom
Lovell received a gold medal and $1,000 cash prize for his drawing,
"Four Times to the Sun," and Bettina Steinke received a silver medal
for her drawing, "Daughter of the Arctic." The exhibition included 144
paintings, sculptures, and drawings by fifty-one contemporary western
artists.
Loveland, Colorado, artist Hollis Williford won the National Cowboy Hall of Fame's Prix de West purchase award for his bronze sculpture, "Welcome Sundown."The sculpture also was chosen as the winning
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design for a $100,000 commission to create a heroic-sized monument
for a new entrance to the Cowboy Hall of Fame. Meanwhile, Robert
S. and Grayce B. Kerr have granted $5,000 to finance a survey of the
Cowboy Hall of Fame's fine art collection to assist with long-term
conservation planning.
.
A campaign to raise $1 miIlion to complete restoration and remodeling of the 191-year-old San Xavier del Bac mission near Tucson
has been launched. The program seeks to add educational exhibits and
a museum displaying Spanish colonial artifacts and other items inside
without altering the mission's exterior appearance.
Also in Arizona, fencing of the Valencia Site, a large prehistoric
Hohokam viIlage in the Tucson Basin, has been completed. The fencing
is a protective measure aimed at preserving the site as a community
resource.
Taking its cue from writer D. H. Lawrence, an Albuquerque editorial group is seeking written material from New Mexico residents for
an anthology on why people move to the state. Journal entries, personal
letters, cartoons, nonfiction, poetry, and short fiction are all welcome.
Submissions will be considered through November 30, 1988, and should
be sent to "The Spirit That Wants Me," P.O. Box 40166, Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87196.
Constitutional law and the state constitution of New Mexico are
the primary themes of five presentations sponsored by the Albuquerque Bicentennial Diamond Jubilee Committee in 1989 as part of the
group's "Speakers of New Mexico" series. The presentations wiIl all
be held from 2 to 4 p.m. on Sundays at the Albuquerque Museum,
2000 Mountain Road N.W., Albuquerque. Speakers and their topics
will include: Susan Roberts on New Mexico constitution making, January 22; Emlen Hall on the state constitution and Native land and
water, February 26; Anthony Contri on constitutional amendments,
March 19; John Lawit on immigration law, April 9; and Paul Bardacke
on the attorney general and the state constitution, May 7. All presentations, co-sponsored by the Albuquerque Museum, the New Mexico
Endowment for the Humanities, and the New Mexico Bar Association,
are free and open to the public. For more information, call the Bicentennial Committee at 768-4549.
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